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A B a T R A G T 
A systematic study of the nuclear propert ies l ike energy, 
mean l i f e and B(E2) values of the excited levels of even-
even deformed nuclei has been done i n the frame-work of 
Asymmetric Rotor Model (ARM) of Davydov-Filippov and Davydov-
Rostovsky. A large number of medium mass nuclei for which 
non-axial i ty parameter ( 7 ) l i e s between 15° and 25 have 
a lso been studied along with heavy mass nuclei to r e f l e c t 
the cha rac t e r i s t i c s of ARM. We have used, for the f i r s t 
t ime, the AFtM dependent i n t r i n s i c quadrupole moment (Q^) 
t o calculate the deformation parameter (p) to keep consistency 
withe the t h e o r e t i c a l p red ic t ions . The en t i r e thes is has been 
divided in to s ix chapters , 
In the f i r s t chapter the rev iva l of the i n t e r e s t i n ARM 
together with i t s importance i n describing the observed 
ro t a t i ona l and v ib ra t iona l spectra of medium and heavy-mass 
nuclei have been discussed. A schematic pic ture of co l l ec t ive 
modes of exci ta t ions of non-spherical even-even nuclei and 
the basic physics involved the re in have been descr ibed. A 
comprehensive survey of the work reported i n the l i t e r a t u r e 
has been done. The u t i l i t y of the present work for futiore 
researchers has been mentioned. 
The second chapter deals with the review of various 
t heo re t i ca l approaches. In the review of t heo re t i c a l 
approaches d i f ferent nuclear models used time to time i n 
d e s c r i b i n g the c o l l e c t i v e e x c i t a t i o n s of deformed even 
nuc l e i have been p r e s e n t e d . Three models i . e . Bohr-Mottelson, 
Davydov-Fil ippov and Davydov-Rostovsky have been d i scussed 
i n d e t a i l t o o b t a i n c e r t a i n m«tthematical express ions for 
reduced e l e c t r i c quadrupole t r a n s i t i o n p r o b a b i l i t i e s for 
i n t e r and i n t r a band t r a n s i t i o n s i n deformed even n u c l e i . 
Other approaches l i k e v a r i a t i o n of angular momentum p r o j e c t i o n 
approach, p a i r i n g plus quadrupole model, pseudo SU(3) model, 
Sahu 's approach, Microscopic asymmetric approach, Toyama's 
approach, boson expansion model and new r i g i d asymmetric 
r o t o r model which a re used for comparison of r e s u l t s , have 
been d i scussed i n b r i e f . 
In t h i r d c h a p t e r , t he e f f ec t of s p i n of nuc lear shape 
has been s t u d i e d . Davydov-Filippov c a l c u l a t i o n s of reduced 
e l e c t r i c quadrupole t r a n s i t i o n p r o b a b i l i t i e s for h -* 2 and 
6 -»• U- t r a n s i t i o n s , which have not been done so f a r , have 
been presented for t h e f i r s t t ime for medium as w e l l as heavy 
mass nuc le i e s p e c i a l l y i n the r e g i o n l 5 ° < '^< 2 5 ° . In t h i s 
r e g i o n t h e r e i s no s o l i d t h e o r e t i c a l argument a g a i n s t t h e 
r i g i d shape of n u c l e i . Systematics have been obtained on 
p l o t t i n g the f ac to r F [B(-E2> /B(E2)^^g^] versus f i n DF 
+ + + + 
model for 2 -* 0 and -^ -+ 2 t r a n s i t i o n s an i i n DR model for 
6 -*• -^ t r a n s i t i o n . I t i s i n f e r r ed t h a t t h e assumption of 
r i g i d t r i a x i a l shape w i th fixed shape parameters p and V 
i s an e x c e l l e n t approximat ion t o the a c t u a l wave funct ions 
only upto sp in h and thereaf ter the nucleus begins to get 
r i d of r ig id shape and acqiilres fi-and '>^vit)rations. Our 
study lends support to the t r i a x i a l shape of Davydov-
Rostovsky and suggests a l imit of 1=6 beyond which the 
r i g i d i t y of nucleus i s unacceptable. This conclusion 
de f in i t e ly contradicts the Turner et a l . s ' view point of 
abrupt phase t r a n s i t i o n of the r o t a t i o n a l mode from ax i a l l y 
symmetric to asymmetric shape at 1 = 8 . 
The fourth chapter deals with the Samarium isotopes 
which have been a chalanging t h e o r e t i c a l problem and cover 
the en t i r e region from nearly spher ica l to well deformed. 
This study has been done i n the frame work of r ig id ro tor 
model. The r e su l t s thus obtained have been compared with 
the various exis t ing models. Sm nucleus i s believred t o 
be bas ica l ly spher ica l , '^ Sm i s thought to be well deformed 
150 152 while ' Sm nuclei are t r a n s i t i o n a l . Various approaches 
have been applied in past but none of them were found t o be 
ful ly successful i n explaining the kno^ ^^ n B(E2) values and 
B(E2) branching r a t i o s of i n t e r and i n t r a band t r ans i t i ons . 
In th i s work a new method of determining 7 is employed 
together with the exis t ing methods. New empirical l inear 
r e l a t ionsh ip has been observed i n model dependent i n t r i n s i c 
quadrupole moment Q and non-axial i ty parameter y . I t has 
been inferred tha t mass number A and charge number Z a l so play 
an important' ro le i n assigning shape to the nucleus in terms of 
asymmetric parameter "j . 
In the same chapter we have given the predicted mean-
l ives of r o t a t i o n a l excited levels of Samarium i so topes . 
+ + 
Our calcula t ions assign 10 and 12 spins t o known levels 
of 1.338 MeV and 1.81? MeV energies i n case of ^^^Sm, which 
4" 
were suspected to be -^ . Our study a lso lends support for 
1^0 152 l5h the evidence for t r i a x i a l shape i n ' ' Sm nuc le i , 
1'52 
From our calcula t ions we have inferred tha t i n Sm nucleus 
4. 
the observed 2.158 MeV energy level should have 12 sp in . 
In the f i f t h chapter the e a r l i e r quoted r e su l t s of 
systematic trends between the r a t i o F [= B(E2: l+Z-* -^^exx3^ 
B(S2: I+2-+ I)+.V^QQ] and non-axia l i ty parameter Yhave been 
modified by taking model dependent Q i n heavy mass nuc le i . 
Calculations were a lso done for medium mass nuc le i . These 
modified systematic trends have been employed to predict the 
absolute B(E2) values and probable mean l ives of r o t a t i o n a l 
+ + 
excited levels of even-even deformed nuclei upto 12 ->• 10 
t r a n s i t i o n s . The predicted meanlives have be^n compared 
with the i r respect ive experimental values avai lable in the 
l i t e r a t u r e and are found i n excellent agreement i n almost 
a l l cases . By employing Davydov-Rostovsky Model, the K = 0 
+' 
v ib ra t iona l band head energies (EO ) have a lso been predicted 
i n some cases . Some of our predict ions i n respect of EO 
+ ^ 
arafound i n very good agreement with t h e i r respect ive values 
given i n Table of Ist)topes. Our study supports the assumption 
of t r i a x i ^ l shape of Davydov e t a l . and confirms the 
u + 
expe r imen ta l ly observed K = 0 l e v e l s w i th energy of about 
1 MeV as the K = 0 component of t he quadrupole shape 
o s c i l l a t i o n s and i n t e r p r e t e d as c l a s s i c a l be t a v i b r a t i o n s . 
Chapter s i x d e s c r i b e s the meanlives of 2 exc i t ed 
l e v e l s of gaimna v i b r a t i o n a l band of even-even deformed nuc le i 
i n medium and heavy mass r eg ions which have been p r e d i c t e d 
+ / + +' + 
cons ide r ing 2 -«• 0 and 2 -+2 t r a n s i t i o n s . The p r e d i c t e d 
+ / + -^  + 
va lues of meanlives of 2 s t a t e , c a l c u l a t e d f romB(E2: 2 -<• 0 ) 
+ ^  + 
and B(E2: 2 -+ 2 ) values a re found s i m i l a r . For the 
p r e d i c t i o n s of these meanlives the e a r l i e r r epor t ed B(E2) 
va lues were modified by t ak ing model dependent Q and new 
s y s t e m a t i c s were drawn inc lud ing l a rge number of medium mass 
n u c l e i , 
Using exper imenta l knovm values of B(E2: 2 -»• 0 ) , t h e 
B(E2: 2'*"-* o"^ ) and B(S2: 2^->^2^) values have a l s o been 
p r e d i c t e d for those nuc le i for which the meanlives a re not 
known. Our s tudy suppor t s t h e r i g i d r o t o r model and probable 
t r i a x i a l shape t o medium and heavy mass r e g i o n n u c l e i . This 
o b s e r v a t i o n confirms K^ = 2 v i b r a t i o n s as c o l l e c t i v e i n 
na tu re known as c l a s s i c a l gamma v i b r a t i o n s . 
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(1) 
A B S T R A C T 
A systematic study of the nuclear proper t ies l ike energy, 
mean l i f e and B(E2) values of the excited levels of even-
even deformed nuclei has been done i n the frame-work of 
Asymmetric ro tor model (ARM) of Davydov-Filippov and Davydov-
Rostovsky. A large number of medium mass nuclei for which 
non-axia l i ty parameter ( / ) l i e s between l5° and 25° have 
a l so been studied along with heavy mass nuclei to r e f l e c t 
the cha rac t e r i s t i c s of ARM. We have used, for the f i r s t 
t ime, the ARM dependent i n t r i n s i c quadrupole moment (Q ) t o 
ca lcula te the deformation parameter (p) to keep consistency 
with the t heo re t i c a l p red ic t ions . 'The en t i r e thes i s has been 
divided i n to s ix chap te rs . 
In the f i r s t chapter the rev iva l of the i n t e r e s t i n ARM 
together with i t s importance i n describing the observed 
r o t a t i o n a l and v ib ra t iona l spectra of medium and heavy-mass 
nuclei have been discxassed. A schematic pic ture of co l l ec t ive 
modes of exc i ta t ions of non-spherical even-even nuclei and 
the basic physics involved there in have been descr ibed. A 
comprehensive survey of the work reported i n the l i t e r a t u r e 
has been done. The u t i l i t y of the present work for future 
researchers has been mentioned. 
The second chapter deals with the review of various 
t h e o r e t i c a l approaches. In the review of t heo re t i c a l 
approaches d i f fe ren t nuclear models used time t o time i n 
(11) 
describing the co l l ec t ive exci ta t ions of deformed even 
nuclei have been presented. Three models i . e . Bohr-Mottelson, 
Davydov-Filippov and Davydov-Rostovsky have been discussed 
i n d e t a i l t o obtain ce r t a in mathematical expressions for 
reduced e l e c t r i c quadrupole t r a n s i t i o n p robab i l i t i e s for 
i n t e r and i n t r a band t r ans i t ions i n deformed even nuc le i . 
Other approaches l ike va r i a t i on of angular momentum projec t ion 
approach, pair ing plus quadrupole model, pseudo SU(3) model, 
Sahu's approach, ^!tlc^oscopic asymmetric approach, Toyama's 
approach, boson expansion model and new r ig id asymmetric 
ro tor model which are used for comparison of r e s u l t s , have 
been discussed i n b r i e f . 
In th i rd chapter, the effect of sp in of nuclear shape 
has-been s tud ied . Davydov-Filippov calcula t ions of reduced 
e l e c t r i c quadrupole t r a n s i t i o n p robab i l i t i e s for U- -»• 2 and 
6 -* -^ t r a n s i t i o n s , which have not been done so fa r , have 
been presented for the f i r s t time for medium as well as heavy 
masS' nuclei espec ia l ly i n the region 15° <7 < 25° . In t h i s 
region there i s no sol id t h e o r e t i c a l argument against the 
r i g i d shape of nuc le i . Systematics have been obtained on 
p lo t t ing the factor F (B(E2) yB(£;2)^^g^) versus / i n DF 
model for 2 -* 0 and h- -* 2 t r an s i t i ons and i n DR model, for 
6 -* M- t r a n s i t i o n . I t i s inferred tha t the assumption of 
r i g i d t r i a x i a l shape with fixed shape parameters p and V 
i s an excellent approximation to the ac tua l wave functions 
• • • 
(111) 
only up to s p i n h and t h e r e a f t e r the nucleus begins t o ge t 
r i d of r i g i d shape and acqu i re s {5-and Y - v i b r a t i o n s . Our 
s tudy lends support t o the t r i a x i a l shape of Davydov-
Rostovsky and sugges ts a l i m i t of 1=6 beyond which t h e 
r i g i d i t y of nucleus i s u n a c c e p t a b l e . This conc lus ion 
d e f i n i t e l y c o n t r a d i c t s t h e Turner e t a l . s ' view poin t of 
abrupt phase t r a n s i t i o n of the r o t a t i o n a l mode from a x i a l l y 
symmetric t o asymmetric shape a t 1 = 8 . 
The f o u r t h chapter dea l s w i th the Samarium i s o t o p e s 
which have been a chalanging t h e o r e t i c a l problem and cover 
t h e e n t i r e r e g i o n from nea r ly s p h e r i c a l t o w e l l deformed. 
This s tudy has been done i n t h e frame work of r i g i d r o t o r 
model. The r e s u l t s thus obta ined have been compared w i t h t h e 
va r ious e x i s t i n g models . Sm nucleus i s be l i eved t o be 
b a s i c a l l y s p h e r i c a l , -^ Sm i s thought t o be w e l l deformed 
l"? 0 1'5^ 2 
whi le -^  ' ^ Sm nuc le i a r e t r a n s i t i o n a l . Various approaches 
have been app l i ed i n pa s t but none of them were found t o be 
f u l l y s u c c e s s f u l i n exp la in ing t h e known B(E2) va lues and 
B(E2) branching r a t i o s of i n t e r and i n t r a band t r a n s i t i o n s . 
In t h i s work a new method of de te rmin ing y i s employed 
t o g e t h e r w i t h the e x i s t i n g methods. New e m p i r i c a l l i n e a r 
r e l a t i o n s h i p has been observed i n model dependent i n t r i n s i c 
quadrupole moment Q and n o n - a x i a l i t y parameter Y . I t has 
been i n f e r r e d t h a t mass number A and charge Z a l s o p lay an 
impor tan t r o l e i n a s s ign ing shape t o t h e nucleus i n terms of 
(lY) 
asymmetric parameter i • 
In the same chapter we have given the predicted mean-
l ives of r o t a t i o n a l excited levels of Samarium i s o t o p e s . 
+ + 
Our calcula t ions assign 10 and 12 spins to known levels of 
1.338 MeV and 1.817 MeV energies i n case of •'•^  Sm, which 
were suspected to he If , Oiar study also lends support for 
VSQ 1'?2 I'jh the evidence for t r i a x i a l shape i n ^ ' ^ ' '^  Sm nuc le i . 152 From our calculat ions we have inferred tha t i n Sm nucleus 
the observed 2.158 MeV energy leve l should have 12 s p i n . 
In the f i f t h chapter the e a r l i e r quoted r e s u l t s of 
systematic trends between the r a t i o Jl= B(E2: I+2-* I)^^ / 
B(£2:'I+2-* I ) . , ^ ^ ] and non-axia l i ty parameter 7 have been 
modifed by taking model dependent Q^ in heavy mass nuc l e i . 
Calculations were also done for medium mass nuc le i . These 
modified systematic trends have been employed t o predic t the 
absolute B(E2) values and probable mean l ives of r o t a t i o n a l 
excited levels of even-even deformed nuclei upto 12 -^  10 
t r a n s i t i o n s . The predicted meanlives have been compared 
with the i r respect ive experimental values avai lable i n the 
l i t e r a t u r e and are found i n excel lent agreement i n almost 
a l l cases . By employing Davydov-J^ostovsky model, the K = 0 
v ib ra t i ona l band head energies (EO ) have also been predicted 
i n some cases . Some of our predict ions i n respect of EO 
are found i n very good agreement with t h e i r respect ive values 
given i n Table of Isotopes . Our study supports the assumption 
CY) 
of t r i a x i a l shape of Davydov et a l . and confirms the 
experimentally observed K = 0 levels with energy of about 
1 MeV as the K = 0 component of the quadrupole shape 
osc i l l a t ions and in te rpre ted as c l a s s i c - a l beta v i b r a t i o n s . 
+ Chapter s ix describes the meanlives of 2 excited 
levels of gamma v ib ra t iona l band of even-even deformed nuclei 
i n medium and heavy mass regions which have been predicted 
+^ + +/ + 
considering 2 -+ 0 and 2 -+ 2 t r a n s i t i o n s . The predicted 
+ ' +'' + 
values of meanlives of 2 s t a t e , calculated from B(E2: 2 -+ 0 ) 
+ ' + 
and B(E2: 2 -* 2 ) values are found s i m i l a r . For the 
predict ions of these meanlives the e a r l i e r reported B(E2) 
values were modified by taking model dependent Q and new 
systematics were drawn including large number of medium mass 
nuc le i , 
+ + ' Using experimental known values of B(E2: 2 -+ 0 ) , the 
B(E2: 2.^-* o"*") and B(Jii2: 2"^ -^ -2"*") values have a lso been 
predicted for those nuclei for which the meanlives are not 
known. Our study supports the r i g i d ro tor model and probable 
t r i a x i a l shape to mediu.m and heavy mass region nuc le i . This 
observation confirms K^ = 2 v ibra t ions as co l lec t ive i n 
nature known as c l a s s i c a l gamma v i b r a t i o n s . 
(vi) 
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C H A P T E R - I 
I N T R O D U C T I O N 
The work reported i n t h i s t he s i s presents the systematic 
study of the propert ies of excited levels i n the deformed 
even-even nuclei covering the medium as well as heavy mass 
s 
regions i n the framework of Asymmetric Rotor Model of 
1 2) 
Davydov et a l . ' . Although the assumption of r ig id t r i -
ax ia l shapes with fixed shape parameters p and Yean be 
considered as an approximation to the ac tua l nuclear wave 
functions, but t h i s has been turned out to be very useful 
and i s well supported by new data obtained from heavy ion 
experiments. 
The r ev iva l of ARiyP" "^  and a l so our i n t e r e s t i n t h i s 
work i s based on the expectat ion tha t i t may provide a 
reasonable phenome no logica l desc r ip t ion of a nucleus i n some 
domain of high angular momentum. The s t r ik ing success of 
12) 
empirical r e l a t i o n over the other ex is t ing approaches i n 
describing the B(£2) values of gamma-ray cascades has 
contradicted the ax ia l symmetry i n the nucleus a t lower s p i n s . 
There i s a remarkable point here t ha t t i l l now there i s no 
souM t h e o r e t i c a l argume,nt against the t r i a x i a l shape of the 
nucleus around / = 20°, and the systematics of Gupta et al."^^^ 
are of immense importance t o experimental workers, since on 
using them the meanlives of r o t a t i o n a l l e v e l s , absolute values 
of B(£2) and beta band head energies can be predicted. 
A knowledge of approximate values of meanlives etc is of 
great importance to the experimentalists . The study of 
B(E2) absolute values and B(E2) branching ratios for the 
transitions depopulating 2 state of the gamma vibrational 
-rr + 
band, done by Gupta et a l . had confirmed low lying K = 2 
levels as co l l ec t ive i n nature , contradict ing Zawischa et a l . -^  
view poin t . But they did not include the study of medium 
mass nuclei which have large Y values . Many nuclei of the 
new deformed region 28 < Z < 50 and 50 < W < 82 of medium 
mass having asymmetric parameter i n the range l5 < / < 25 
have been added so that the cha rac t e r i s t i c of ARM could be 
ref lec ted w e l l . We have a lso employed for the f i r s t time 
the model dependent i n t r i n s i c quadrupole moment Q i n p lo t t ing 
our systematics which r e f l e c t s the asymmetric s p i r i t of the 
model in t rue sense . 
Low-lying levels of the deformed even-even nuclei have 
1 2 1^ - l5) 
been predicted by several phenomenological nuclear models. ' ' ' 
1) 
Davydov and Filippov , using asymmetric ro tor model (ARM) 
have derived the expressions for the reduced e l e c t r i c quadrupole 
4-
transition probabilities from the first 2 excited state to 
the 0 ground state and from the second 2 excited state to 
the first 2 excited state, taking into account the inter-
action of rotation with gamma vibrations. Mc Gowan compared 
B(E2)p„ values with experimental ones and found a good 
agreement. However, somewhat limited agreement on the bas is 
of the then avai lable data had been observed by De Boer 
e t al."^-^^ . 
I t was suggested by Demille et a l . tha t the agreement 
may be improved i f the Bohr-Mottelson v ib ra t i on - ro t a t i on 
i n t e r a c t i o n and a centr i fugal s t re tching correct ion, analogous 
t o the type used i n molecular spectra are introduced. The 
Davydov-Filippov model seems to be pa r t i cu l a r l y useful for 
nuclei i n the t r a n s i t i o n region, between ro t a t i ona l and near 
19) harmonic modes of co l lec t ive exc i t a t i on . Moore et a l . '^  
presented the tables which are useful for comparison with 
experimental energy levels of high sp ins , observed i n heavy 
ions Coulomb exci ta t ions of r o t a t i o n a l energy levels i n even-
even nuc l e i . 
2 0) Van Pa t t e r did a survey of avai lable data for the 
+ gamma ray branching of the second 2 leve l for some even 
nuclei with A > 30 . From those da ta , some r a t i o s of reduced 
E2 t r a n s i t i o n p robab i l i t i e s were calculated and compared with 
the predic t ions of various t h e o r i e s . The comparison showed 
tha t the asymmetric ro tor model of Davydov and Filippov was 
the most successful for predict ing such r a t i o s . The most 
s t r i k ing success of the DF theory was the predic t ion of the 
r a t i o B(E2: 2^-^ 0'^)/B(E2: 2"^ -^  o"^ ) as a function of the energy 
r a t i o E 2 V E 2 ' ^ . However the branching r a t i o BCE2: 2'^->-2Vo"^) 
remained unstudied. 
21) 
Taniura and Udagawa have a l so plot ted the r a t i o 
B(E2: 2^-^ 0'^)/B:CE2: 2^-* 0^) alongwith experimental values 
against E2 /E2 and fourxi a very good agreement which became 
poorer i n the extreme v ib ra t iona l regions in the sense tha t 
DF did not explain the big f luctuat ions i n the experimental 
va lues . The poorer agreement found above had been improved 
i n the i r conventional theory. Such a r e s u l t appeared t o be 
qui te na tura l because i n both models the nucleus was cons i -
dered to have a s table shape with* a non-vanishing P(=PQ) and 
Y = 0. The basic ideas of there two models were not the 
same since i n DF the nuclear shape was considered t o be fixed, 
while i n conventional theory nucleus was allowed to change 
i t s shape. In v ib ra t iona l reg ions , the difference becomes 
more apparent . 
Davydov and Chaban ^ took i n t o account the coupling 
between r o t a t i o n a l and v ib ra t iona l motions due t o cent r i fuga l 
forces and considered only t^-vibrat ions. They assumed t h a t 
the nucleus i s r ig id with respect t o a change i n equil ibrium 
value of parameter / , which determines the devia t ion of 
nuclear shape from ax ia l symmetry. The 0 leve l which could 
not be predicted by DF model was explained alongwith other 
members of beta band i n even-even nuc le i . 
2) 
Davydov and Rostovsky modified the previous model by 
considering the shape of the nucleus t o be changing as i t 
passes i n t o an excited s t a t e . A change of nuclear shape i n 
exci ta t ions leads to some i n t e r a c t i o n of r o t a t i o n a l motion 
with beta and gamma v ib r a t i ons . 
Qua l i t a t ive ly , the nuclei are deformed -'^ away from 
spher ica l shape because the nucleus i s not the r ig id s t ruc tu re 
and the nucleons outside the closed she l l s can se t up tensions 
^ i n the closed she l l core , thereby es tab l i sh ing po la r i za t ion 
of the nucleus. Fig. 1.1 I l l u s t r a t e s the few nucleons out-
side the closed she l l as orbi t ing around a spher ica l ly shaped 
closed s h e l l core . If the forces between the external nucleons 
and the core are repu ls ive , there i s a tendency t o polar ize 
the core by pushing the equa tor ia l plane towards the centre 
of the nucleus t o form a prola te spheroid. On the other hani 
i f the forces are a t t r a c t i v e , the po la r i za t ion i s accomplished 
by pul l ing out the equator ia l plane to form an oblate spheroid. 
Experimentally the resu l t ing deformation i s observed as a 
quadrupole moment. Other observed r o t a t i o n a l bands besides' 
the ground s t a t e r o t a t i o n a l bands i n even-even nuclei can be 
explained by the hydrodynamic p ic ture of the nucleus provided 
by the co l l ec t ive motion. These bands are formed from the 
coupling of the nuclear ro ta t ions t o d i f fe ren t v ib ra t i ona l 
o sc i l l a t i ons as i l l u s t r a t e d i n F ig . 1.2. The simplest such 
o sc i l l a t i ons deform the nuclei away from spheroidal shapes 
(Y= 0 ) . Such type of o sc i l l a t i ons can be described as a 
temporary devia t ion from ax i a l symmetry and are cal led gamma 
( y ) v i b r a t i o n s . The symmetry around z-axis i s no longer 
maintained during such v i b r a t i o n s . For gamna v ibra t ions K 
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Fig. 1.2 Schematic picture of collective mo^es of excitation 
of non-spherical even-even nuclei. 
6 
has a value 2 . Rotat ional s t a t e s are then added t o t h i s 
s t a t e to give a se t of levels for which I = K, K+1, K+2 
etc where K i s the project ion of t o t a l angular momentum I , 
on the body fixed 3 - a x i s , Quadrupole v ib ra t iona l motioa 
can a lso take place i n a plane p a r a l l e l to z - a x i s . Such 
motion produces deformation (p) hence are call^ed beta (p) 
v i b r a t i o n s . In t h i s , there i s no change of shape of a 
c ross - sec t iona l cut through the equator ia l plane of the 
nucleus, only an expansion arsi contrac t ion of the c i r c u l a r l y 
shaped nuclear surface takes p l ace . For t h i s se t of r o t a t i o n a l 
s t a t e s K = 0 and the nucleus has at a l l times the same basic 
shape as the ground s t a t e , but with an added time dependent 
o sc i l l a to ry change i n the magnitude of i t s deformation 
parameter ({i) . The r o t a t i o n a l s t a t e s thus formed have spins 
as the ground s t a t e band i , e . I = 0,2,1+ e t c . 
The observable r o t a t i o n a l motion i s poss ib le , i f the 
nucleus i s pictured to be a fluid drop or t o have any form 
with a de f in i t e surface . This r o t a t i o n a l effect can be 
e i the r r i g id i n which case pa r t i c l e s ac tua l ly move i n c i r c l e s 
around the axis of r o t a t i o n or wavelike i n which case pa r t i c l e s 
perform osc i l l a to ry motions and only the geometrical shape of 
the drop changes. Such wavelike ro ta t ions are shown i n Fig,1.3 
and are observed only i n deformed nuc le i , because the apparent 
motion i s so le ly a surface phenomenon. The observed moment 











r o t o r s . They a r e , however, larger than expected for purely 
wavelike surface motion. Thus the apparent r o t a t i o n a l motion 
i s intermediate between r ig id r o t a t i o n and wave l ike surface 
motion of const i tuent p a r t i c l e s . According to the co l l ec t ive 
model, moment of i n e r t i a of nuclei can be determined from the 
energies of t he i r r o t a t i o n a l s t a t e s . Rotat ional energy levels 
of an ax ia l ly symmetric nucleus can be described by the three 
constants of motion:I , the t o t a l angular momentum: K, the 
project ion of I on the nuclear symmetry a x i s : and M, the 
projec t ion of I on a space fixed a x i s . For a wavelike r o t a t i o n , 
there can be no r o t a t i o n about the symmetry a x i s . The quantum 
number K i s therefore a constant for each se t of r o t a t i o n a l 
levels and represents an i n t r i n s i c angular momentum for tha t 
band. 
1 2) 
Davydov et a l . ' assumed the nuclear deformation 
parameter p and the non-axial i ty parameter Y ^° ^^ permanent 
to some degree which were dynamic i n Bohr-Mottelson model 
Further more they assumed deformations i n both the elongation 
parameter p and the asymmetry parameter Y , Exci ta t ion of 
the lower energy levels i s caused from r o t a t i o n of the whole 
s t ruc tu re and the gamma-vibrations have been described as the 
s t a t e s of anomalous ro t a t i ona l band of the non-axial ro tor 
i n the asymmetric rotor model (ARM) . The ARM i s capable of 
making predict ions for any nucleus for which the f i r s t and 
second 2 energy s ta tes are known. The level s t ruc tu re 
8 
predicted by ARM for / = 0° or 6 0° i s same as of the asymmetric 
ro to r of Bohr-Mottelson model. Thus ARM appears t o provide 
a somewhat more general desc r ip t ion of the nucleus then by 
other co l l ec t ive models . 
Tvirner e t al.-^ applied the macroscopic point of view 
i n high sp in co l lec t ive s t a t e s assuming asymmetric nuclear 
shape. TAfhen pro la te -obla te energy difference was small , the 
devia t ion from axia l symmetry s t a r t e d . The phase t r a n s i t i o n 
of the r o t a t i o n a l mode from ax ia l ly symmetric to asyimnetric 
shape was found t o occur abruptly a t the sp in 8, Nuclear 
deformation a t Y =^ 30° was such tha t the moment of i n e r t i a 
about one axis was maximized at the cost of other two. The 
lowest energy for high sp in s t a t e s were obtained by r o t a t i o n 
of the nucleus about t h i s axis when quantum f luc tua t ion 
effects were unimportant. 
The method of va r i a t i on af ter angular momentum projec t ion 
(VAP) was applied by Warke- et a l . , t o the experimentally 
observed high spin s t a t e s and the i r electromagnetic proper t ies 
in even-even nuc le i . The pairing plus quadrupole model of 
26') 
Baranger and Kumar ' could explain the observed e l e c t r o -
magnetic propert ies of the even-even nuc le i , but they fa i led 
t o describe the r e a l i s t i c even-even nuclei when the pair ing 
27') 
forces were weak. Kota has t r i e d t o explain the \o\^ lying 
spect ra of some rare ear th nuclei i n the frame work of pseudo 
SU(3) model, but no attempt has been made to explain the high 
9 
OQ') 
sp in s t a t e s . Sahu et a l . have considered a s t a t i c t r i -
a x i a i shape of the nucleus but the calcula t ions have been 
performed i n the frame work of Hartree BGS theory employing 
the pair ing plus quadrupole i n t e r ac t i on . 
Tanabe et a l . have proposed a general formalism for 
describing microscopically the asymmetric and symmetric ro tors 
i n both even and odd mass nuc l e i . The pa r t i c l e number projected 
HFB theory has been applied by Fassler et a l . ^ t o the 
asymmetric deformations, but i t provides an incomplete pic ture 
t o ca lcu la te three moments of i n e r t i a without recourse of a l l 
the components of angular momentum and the fu l l D2 symmetry 
on) 
scheme. Toyama-^  has considered a co l l ec t ive Hamiltonian 
to be composed of the v ib r a t i ona l , r o t a t i o n a l and po ten t i a l 
energy terms. The calculated energy levels are , with few 
except ions, i n good agreement with the i r respect ive experimen-
t a l va lues . The r e l a t i v e B(E2) values are much improved i n 
comparison with corresponding values calculated from the 
Clbsch Gordan Coefficients . 
Tamura et al.-^ '-^  have developed a theory, which 
describes spher ical and ddformed nuclei and consequently the 
t r a n s i t i o n a l nuclei on an equal foot ing. They have solved 
the equations for the coeff ic ients i n the expansion of the 
fermion-pair operators i n terms of boson operator exact ly 
t o s i x t h order . Their r e s u l t s are subject to the objection 
t h a t the discrepancies between calculated and observed energy 
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values are i n opposite d i rec t ions for 3 and h s t a t e s of 
•^ ^^ Sm and "^^^m and for 2* and 3^ s t a t e s of -^ ^^ Sm belonging 
t o gamma band. Tamura f a i l s ndsearably, i n both qua l i ty 
and quanti ty for the t r a n s i t i o n r a t i o k ->• 2 A . 
25) The v a l i d i t y of V.A.P. approach ^ has not yet been 
confirmed-^- '^^  as the t r a n s i t i o n p robab i l i t i e s depend prima-
r i l y on deformation of the nucleus, while the moment of 
i n e r t i a i s sens i t ive t o both the deformation and the pair ing 
i n t e r a c t i o n . 
ok-) 
F.T. Baker-* has extended the DF model by adding 
hexade6"apole shape components and has applied i t t o some 
t r a n s i t i o n a l nuc le i . Tne e l e c t r i c quadrupole p roper t i e s , 
previously thought to be anomalous have been cor rec t ly 
p red ic ted . The r e s u l t s have been improved by including pj^ 
as an addi t ional degree of freedom than corresponding 
inc lus ion of only Pp ^^ "^  "^  ^^ parameters . 
The ARM of Davydov-Filippov has been extended to odd 
mass nuclei-"^'' by coupling a s ingle nucleon t o an ine r t 
core of well s tabl ized asymmetric equilibrium shape. 
Calculations showed tha t i t was very d i f f i c u l t t o d is t ingi i i sh 
between a symmetric and an asymmetric ro tor model for small j , 
Meyertervehn ^"^^ used the Davydov approximation which fixed 
the co l l ec t ive wave function at i t s average values and 
assumed a r i g id t r i a x i a l shape. The assumption of a fixed 
shape affects the odd A so lu t ion at two points ( i ) a t the 
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energies and wave functions of the core ( i i ) at the coupling 
of odd nucleons to the core . From the f i r s t point the 
spectrum of r ig id t r i a x i a l ro tor approximately reproduces 
the lowest excited s t a t e s of even t r a n s i t i o n a l nucleu i . e . 
i n 135 < A < 190 mass reg ion . In par t i cu la r i t accounted 
for the low lying second 2 s t a t e which character ises the 
t r i a x i a l shapes. On the other hand there i s systematic 
devia t ions which r e f l e c t the softness of these nuc le i . The 
second point concerning the pa r t i c l e core coupling i s more 
important with respect to odd A spectrum, because i t determines 
the leve l order and at t h i s point the approximation of a 
fixed t r i a x i a l shape is well supported by the comparison 
with experimental d a t a . The odd A spectrum changes d r a s t i c a l l y 
i n going from prolate (0° < / < 3 0°) to oblate (30° < / < 60°) 
shapes . In fact ra ther complex families of unique par i ty 
s t a t e s can be reproduced with fixed values of p and "/ , 
derived from the neighbouring even nuc le i . Toki and Faessler^-^"^ 
included the softness of the core due to cent r i fuga l s t r e t -
ching or the cor io l i s an t ipa i r ing effects by general izing 
the var iable moment of i n e r t i a model. The asymmetric ro tor 
desc r ip t ion turns out to be more simpler for large 
deformations i . e . for strong r o t a t i o n v ib ra t ion coupling. 
During the l a s t decade many workers-^ '^ have calculated 
from the energy r a t i o Eh /E2 and evaluated B(E2) values 
for deformed even-even nuclei in ra re ear th and ac t in ide 
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r eg ions . Vlhile ca lcula t ing the B(E2) r a t i o s for the cascades 
i n the cross over t r a n s i t i o n from the 2 v ib ra t i ona l s t a t e s 
Puri et al.-^^^ have concluded tha t the DR model i s be t t e r 
than DF model. This i s against the fact since the inc lus ion 
of the coupling of r o t a t i o n with beta v ibra t ions worsens 
the agreement with experimental values as shown by Gupta 
e t a l . ' Therefore, i f y were taken from El+ /E2 , then 
the energies of other r o t a t i o n a l band are predicted t o an 
4" •+• + ' 
accuracy well wi thin 1/i but energies of 2 , 3 , H levels can 
not be predicted with any p rec i s ion . Hence the use of such 
values as done by some workers-^ ' has no j u s t i f i c a t i o n . 
The method of deducing Y from E2 /El+ as done by Meyertervehn '^  
k2) has already been commented as unre l iable by Baker et a l . 
In the present work we have introduced a new method for 
the ca lcu la t ion of the non-axia l i ty parameter y using E2 
values and model dependent i n t r i n s i c quadrupole moment Q , 
This method r e c t i f i e s the usual DF values of / by enhancing 
i t a few degree a t about l5° and reducing i t a few degrees 
a t 20° <Y< 3 0 ° . A l inear r e l a t ionsh ip between i n t r i n s i c 
quadrupole moment Q and non-axia l i ty parameter "/ observed by 
us has been used to predic t the energies of gamma v ib ra t iona l 
4* 4- 4-
band with spins 2 , 3 , if and the meanlives of low lying 
ko kk") 
energy levels ,'* ' 
The view point of Zawischa et a l . -' regarding the nature 
of low-lying levels as non-collect ive has been contradicted 
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12) i n both gamma and beta v ib ra t iona l bands by Gupta et a l . 
They have established tha t ARM estimates are much closer 
t o t h e i r experimental va lues . In view of such major success 
of DF model i n describing anomalous r o t a t i o n a l band, Gupta 
12") e t a l . have worked out a semi empirical r e l a t i o n 
depending on "/alone t o predic t B(E2) values for e n t i r e gamma 
ray cascade i n the region 150 .< A < I90 and A > 220, wi th in 
the frame work of ARM. The accuracy of data needed t o t e s t 
the model are taken to l i e wi th in a factor of two, as 
suggested by Kumar ( i . e . 0.5 < enhancement/hinderance 
factor F < 2 ) . The empirical r e l a t i o n developed by Gupta 
12) 
e t a l . has been modified by employing ARM dependent 
i n t r i n s i c quadrupole moment Q instead of experimentally 
measured Q^. This modified empirical r e l a t i o n co r rec t ly 
r e f l e c t s the asymmetric charac te r . In addi t ion , a number 
of medium mass nuclei i n the range 28 ^ Z ^ 50 and 50 ^ N ^ 82, 
the new deformation region, possessing l5 < Y< 3 0 have 
been included which t rue ly describes the asymmetric p r o p e r t i e s . 
The new approach of determining V has been app l i ed ' t o 
study electromagnetic propert ies of Samarium isotopes and 
the r e s u l t s obtained have been compared with ca lcula t ions of 
VTeeks and Kumar. '-^  -* The study of nuclear shape with the 
increase of spin i n the ARM frame work has been done and i t 
i s inferred that the abrupt change i n the r ig id shape of 
nucleus takes place a t 1 = 6 . The most important part of 
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the work i s the predic t ion of B(E2) values , meanlives of 
r o t a t i o n a l and gamma band and the beta bard head energy 
EO which, i f known, are compared with experimental data 
and an excel lent agreement has been observed. The 
experimental data for input parameters are taken from the 
Table of Isotopes ^ and Sakai-Rester T a b l e ^ \ 
The importance of the work l i e s i n the predic t ion of 
B(]i2) values and meanlives of r o t a t i o n a l as well as gamma 
bands and the beta band head energies (EO ) i n respect of 
deformed even-even nuclei belonging t o medium and heavy 
mass regions , since the measurement of B(E2) values and 
meanlives of excited s t a t e s are one of the most ac t ive areas 
of nuclear s t ruc ture physics . During the l a s t decade i t 
has a lso been a major research point i n devising new 
experimental techniques which can provide data giving unique 
and v i t a l information and playing a major ro le i n our under-
standing of nuclear s t r u c t u r e . A knowledge of approximate 
values of meanlives predicted by us i s a l so of great importance 
t o the exper imenta l i s t s . 
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C H A P T E R - I I 
REyiEW OF THEORETIGAL APPROACHES 
2 . 1 Introduct ion: 
Nuclear s t ruc ture i s general ly explained on the basis 
of two nuclear models, the s h e l l model and the co l l ec t i ve 
model. In the she l l model one performs de ta i led ca lcula t ions 
with specif ic potent ia l s and res idua l In terac t ions to explain 
not only general features displayed "by nuclei over f a i r l y 
wide regions hut a lso t o explain and predic t proper t ies of 
ind iv idua l nuc le i . In the co l l ec t ive model one considers 
quantized fluid with c e r t a i n propert ies and subjects i t t o 
c e r t a i n boundary conditions i n order to predict gross 
c h a r a c t e r i s t i c s which depend upon most of the nucleons i n a 
system. In order to t e s t the v a l i d i t y of such models, general ly 
a survey of selected nuclear propert ies l ike binding energies , 
e x c i t a t i o n energies , nuclear moments, t r a n s i t i o n p robab i l i t i e s 
e t c . i s done. I t i s well known tha t d i f f e ren t nuclear models 
are applicable to d i f f e ren t regions of periodic t ab le with 
varying degrees of success i n explaining d i f fe ren t nuclear 
p r o p e r t i e s . 
2.2 A Brief Descript ion of Different Nuclear Models: 
2 .2(a) Nuclear Shel l Model: 
The she l l model of nucleus was proposed by Meyer and 
Jensen to explain large amount of low energy experimental 
d a t a . In th i s model i t i s assumed tha t the nucleons i n the 
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nucleus move independently i n a common s t a t i c p o t e n t i a l , 
determined by the average motion of a l l other nucleons. 
The'nucleons are supposed to be arranged i n regular she l l s 
obeying P a u l i ' s exclusion p r inc ip l e . Most of the nucleons 
are paired so tha t a pair of nucleons contr ibutes zero 
spin and zero magnetic moment. The propert ies of odd A 
nuclei by the unpaired proton and neutron. Two types of 
po ten t ia l s i . e . i n f i n i t e square well and harmonic o s c i l l a t o r 
po t en t i a l are considered. The addi t ion of the sp in-orb i t 
term eliminates some d i f f i c u l t i e s experienced with the above 
two p o t e n t i a l s . Mayer and Jensen suggested tha t a non-central 
component should be included i n the force acting on a nucleon 
i n a nucleus t o yield the observed magic numbers. I t i s 
corresponding to the i n t e r a c t i o n between the o rb i t a l angular 
momentum and the i n t r i n s i c angular momentum. The nuclear 
po t en t i a l experienced by a s ingle nucleon wi thin the nucleus 
due to remaining nucleons i s given by 
^ ( r ) = V r ) * ' l ( r ) ( ^ - ^ ' * S . V , ^ ( r , ^ ) [2 .1 ] 
The f i r s t term is due to usual cen t r a l po t en t i a l , the second 
term i s due t o spin orbi t coupling aofl the th i rd term i s due 
t o res idua l i n t e r ac t i on of a l l other nucleons. 
In many pa r t i c l e s h e l l model a l l A nucleons i n the 
nucleus are taken in to account. Each nucleon moves indepen-
dent ly of a l l other nucleons i n a common po ten t i a l f i e ld , 
hence i s considered as independent p a r t i c l e . 
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The she l l ' model has been very successful i n predict ing 
the ground s t a t e spin of a large number of nuc le i . Neutron 
and proton levels f i l l independently according to Paul i 
exclusion p r i n c i p l e . Even-even nucleus has t o t a l ground statel 
angular momentum equal t o ze ro . For a nucleus with odd Z 
or odd N, the nucleons pair off as far as poss ib le , so t h a t 
the r e su l t ing o r b i t a l angular momentum and spin d i r ec t ions 
are jus t tha t of the s ingle odd p a r t i c l e . There are some 
exceptions t o t h i s a l s o . In odd-odd nucleus, the t o t a l 
angular momentum i s the vector sum of the odd neutron and 
odd proton va lues . The pa r i ty i s the product of proton and 
neutron p a r i t y . In an odd nucleus, the magnetic moment of 
the nucleus i s produced by the odd nucleon only aid the 
e l e c t r i c quadrupole moment due t o odd Z nucleon. Independent 
p a r t i c l e model can explain the experimental f a c t s , l ike 
magnetic moments of excited nucleus, ground s t a t e spins and 
low-lying leve l spectnum. 
The dev ia t ion of magnetic moments from the Schmidt 
curves make th i s model less app l icab le . The measured 
quadrupole moments are severa l times larger than can be 
a t t r ibu ted t o the odd nucleon even i n nuclei with jus t one 
nucleon more or less than a closed s h e l l , where the s ingle 
pa r t i c l e model should be a t i t s b e s t . In addi t ion t o t h i s 
the model can not explain the ground s t a t e spins i n the mass 
regions 1^0 < A < I90 and A > 22 0 and t r a n s i t i o n p robab i l i t i e s 
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i n the case of even-even nuc le i , 
2,2(b) Bohr-Mottelson Model: 
The most s t r ik ing evidence of the co l l ec t ive phenomenon 
i n nuclei was provided by the existence of r o t a t i o n a l bands 
i n the nuclear spectra observed i n the Coulomb exc i t a t i on 
s t u d i e s . The Coulomb exc i t a t i on s tudies a lso revealed the 
systematic occurance of strong E2 t r a n s i t i o n i n nuclei outside 
the r o t a t i o n a l reg ions . The low energy spectra of even-even 
nuclei outside the r o t a t i o n a l regions could be i n t e rp r e t ed , 
a t l e a s t q u a l i t a t i v e l y , i n terms of quadrupole v ibra t ions 
about a spher ica l equi l ibr ium. Large values of quadrupole 
moments can be obtained i f the nuclei are assumed t o be 
deformed so tha t they have permanent non-spherical shapes 
2) 
(spheroidal shapes) . Rainwater noted tha t the many number 
of protons in nucleus can give large value of e l e c t r i c 
quadrupole moments as a r e s u l t of the polar izing ac t ion of 
one or more loosely bound nucleons on the remaining nucleus, 
which i s the basis of co l l ec t ive behaviour. 
Bohr-Mottelson^* ^ have developed a s ingle model, cal led 
the unified model. I t i s an extension of s h e l l model. In 
:j5his model the she l l model po ten t i a l i s assumed non-spher ica l . 
The energies of the s ingle p a r t i c l e i n th i s non-spherical, 
po t en t i a l are ca lcula ted , and the d i s t o r t i o n which gives the 
minimum energy i s taken as the ac tua l d i s t o r t i o n . The long 
range corre la t ions are replaced by the assumption of a 
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permanently d i s to r t ed p o t e n t i a l . The model necesser i ly 
represents the co l lec t ive effects of the nucleons i n the 
nucleus, 
( i ) Nulcear Rotat ional Motion 
The co l lec t ive motion of the nucleus i s more evident , 
when one considers the exci ta t ions of the even-even nuc l e i . 
The co l l ec t ive ro t a t i ona l motion of the nucleus which has 
ax ia l symmetry i s s imilar t o the r o t a t i o n of a symmetric t o p . 
There are two sets of orthogonal systems of axes ( i ) body 
fixed reference frame with 1,2,3 axes and ( i i ) laboratory 
fixed reference frame with x ,y ,z axes . In f i r s t system the 
body fixed reference frame is attached t o the ro t a t ing body. 
The 3-axis i s used as the axis of symmetry. If ST, and ^ 
are the moments of i n e r t i a for ro ta t ions about symmetry 
3-axis and about an axis perpendicular t o i t and I i s the 
t o t a l angular momentum operator with components In, I2 and 
5) L along the body fixed axes, the Hamiltonian i s expressed 
H = 2 - - - l 2 = L i 2 . l 2 3 ^ ^ j.2^2] 
where, for the symmetric top , ^ i = ^ 2 " ^ 
The spher ica l harmonic Ypm "^^ ^ ^^^ expressed as 
I 
Where (Jl and tSl.are the i n i t i a l and f ina l polar angles ((9,^) 
and ( dy<P^) and m and m'can take independently any of the 
values -j2, -1+1, t-1<>t* 
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The nuclear wave funct ions a re t h e D-funct ions which 
a re the t r a n s f o r m a t i o n funct ions for t h e s p h e r i c a l harmonics 
under f i n i t e r o t a t i o n s . The s p h e r i c a l harmonics a r e expressed 
i n equa t ion (2 .3) under a r o t a t i o n through Euler angles 
(9',0 and y* (counter c lockwise r o t a t i o n 0 ^ (9< 27r about t h e 
z - a x i s followed by a r o t a t i o n 0 ^ 0 < TT about t h e new y - a x i s 
and a r o t a t i o n 0 ^ ^ ^ 2TT about the new 3 - a x i s ) . 
Let M be t h e component of t h e angu la r momentum I along 
t h e z -ax i s and K be the component of I a long t h e symmetry 
ax i s -3 as shown i n f i g . 2 . 1 , Then we may o b t a i n the fol lowing 
r e l a t i o n s s a t i s f i e d by t h e angular momentum opera tor 
1? D^ MK = K l + l ) D-'-MK [2.^-] 
I2 D^ MK = M D^ MK , [ 2 . 5 ] 
I^ D-^MK = K D-^MK [ 2 . 6 ] 
A normalized wave func t ion corresponding t o t h e Hamil tonian 
of equa t ion (2 .2) i s expressed as 
21+1 
W^% = I IMK > = [ - ^ - ] ^ / ^ D^ MK ( <9,0,y>) [ 2 . 7 ] 
and t h e energy e igen values a re 
E^^ = - [ I ( I+ l ) - K^] + — 7 - K^  [ 2 . 8 ] 
( i i ) Energy E i g e n v a l u e s : 
For a x i a l l y symmetric even-even n u c l e i K = 0, because 
even-even s p h e r i c a l nuc le i do not show r o t a t i o n a l s p e c t r a and 
M 
Fi9.2.1 ScKematJc diagram for angular momenta in deformed nuclei 
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hence do not r o t a t e about the axis of symmetry, thus the 
angular momentum about a symmetry axis becomes zero . The 
wave function and energy spectrum for even-even nuclei are 
given by 
y-^Q = IIMO > = i - ^ - ^ ]^/2 j3l^(^^^) ^2.9] 
•IM 
^2 
and E^ = ~ [ I(I"M) ] [2 .10] 
where the factor i has been inser ted i n equation (2,9) 
so tha t M-uQ corresponds to Yjvj« 
Since a spheroid i s invar iant under a r o t a t i o n of TT 
about any axis passing through the cent re j the wave function 
expressed in equation (2.7) should be invar iant with respect 
to r o t a t i o n by TT about, say the 1-axis, tha t i s , under a 
transformation of the Euler angles 
we represent t h i s r o t a t i o n by an operator 
Invariance under R-, requires tha t the normalized wave 
function be 
21+1 
y ^ % S I IMK > = [ —J- ] ^ / ^ -i (l+Rj^)D^MK(i9,^,j.) 
21+1 




R l C V C e j ^ j V - ) = e^^^^''^^^D^M,-K(^»9^»V') [2 .12] 
from equation (2 .11) , i t follows tha t 
i f K = 0, for (b-^MK f 0> we requ i re I = 0,2,1+ [ 2 . I 3 ] 
In othet words for K = 0 only even angular momentum s t a t e s 
of I are allowed. 
If the nucleus has addi t ional ( in te rna l ) degrees of 
freedom associated with r o t a t i o n a l motion, denoted by ')( '^, 
then the correc t wave function replacing the equation (2.11) 
i s the product wave function 
y . V = 1 iMK > » [ - ^ ] ^ / ^ [ D V 'Xi+ (-i)^""^V-K^i XA 3 [2.m-] 
where we have assumed tha t the t o t a l wave function i s the 
product of two wave funct ions. 
A large amount of data i s ava i lab le for even-even nuclei 
+ + 
with spin sequence 0 for the ground s t a t e , 2 for the f i r s t 
excited s t a t e , 2 or U- for the second excited s t a t e for ax ia l ly 
symmetric nuc le i . The r o t a t i o n a l energy spectrum given by 
equation (2,3) with K = 0 for even-even nuclei i s explained 
well by the equation (2 .10) , However, there i s a systematic 
devia t ion from the r o t a t i o n a l spectrum, which can be explained 
2 2 
by adding a correc t ion term of the form I (I+l) . Thus i n the 
next approximation, the energy i s expressed as 
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E-r = —, I d + 1) - BI^CI + 1)^ [2.151 
4-
the value of B can be evaluated from the energy of the h 
s t a t e , which i s approxiaiately given by ^ j - x 10 -^  for even-
even nuclei with l50 < A < 190. The devia t ion from the 
r o t a t i o n a l spectrum may be thought of as due to weak coupling 
between a r o t a t i o n a l mode and e i the r v ib ra t iona l or p a r t i c l e mode. 
( i i i ) Reduced Elec t r ic Trans i t ion P r o b a b i l i t i e s : 
The reduced e l e c t r i c quadrupole t r a n s i t i o n probabi l i ty 
B(E2: I -* I*) between two members of the same r o t a t i o n a l band 
with quantum number K i s expressed as 
B(E2: I K - ^ I ' K ) = e^Q^^ |< I2K0| I^K > |^ [2 .16] 
I67r ° 
where we have used 
5 : 1 < I.IpM.Mp I IM> 1^ = (21+ 1) [2.17] 
For coulomb exc i t a t ion , the B(E2), reduced t r a n s i t i o n 
probabi l i ty i n the case of a symmetric ro tor (even-even 
nuclei) i s expressed as 
• B(E2: I -* 1+2) = e^Q^^ 1< 1200 | 1+2,0 > |^ 
167r ® 
15 p p ( I+l) (1+2) 
=: e^q; [2 .18] 
327r -^ (21+1) (21+3) 
The non-spherical nuclei have r o t a t i o n a l levels which are 
due t o very fas t e l e c t r i c quadrupole t r a n s i t i o n probabi l i ty 
B(E2: I -* l ' ) . 
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According t o equa t i on ( 2 , 1 6 ) , B(E2: I-+ I) i n c r e a s e s 
as t h e va lue of i n t r i n s i c quadrupole moment Q i n c r e a s e s . 
I f t he t r a n s i t i o n t akes p lace between the ground s t a t e 
( I = D) and the f i r s t exc i t ed s t a t e ( 1 = 2 ) of even-even 
n u c l e i , t h e n 
B(E2) = e^Q^^ [ 2 . 1 9 ] 
1 6 TT 
( iv ) Nuclear Deformat ion: 
-^ f t he nucleus i s cons idered as a uniformly charged 
s p h e r o i d , t hen t ak ing the r a d i a l coo rd ina t e of t h e s u r f a c e 
of t h e nucleus as 
R ~ RQ [ 1 + § YgQ ( a , ^ ) ] [ 2 . 2 0 ] 
t h e i n t r i n s i c quadrupole moment Q i s g iven by 
QQ =« e j d^ r / ' ( r ) < IM [ (3z^ - r ^ ) l IM > ^^^ [ 2 . 2 1 ] 
3 o 
-j=z 2e R^ p[ 1 + O.36P + ] [ 2 . 2 2 ] 
The deformat ion parameter j3 can be determined w i th t h e 
observed va lue of Q . The deformat ion parameter p can be 
r e l a t e d t o AR, the d i f f e r e n c e between t h e major ard. minor 
semi-axes as 
1+ r - ZiR AR 
P = ~ , / l = 1.06 — [ 2 . 2 3 ] 3 V -> R R 
-^  o o 
(v) C o l l e c t i v e V i b r a t i o n a l E x c i t a t i o n s : 
The nucleus can perform smal l o s c i l l a t i o n s about t h e 
equil ibriuffl shape , if i t is considered to be a dynamic sys tem. 
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The osc i l l a t ions can be analysed in terms of normal modes 
and can be t rea ted as independent for small o s c i l l a t i o n 
ampli tudes. Since the energies of v ib ra t iona l exc i ta t ions 
are of the order of severa l hundred keV to few MeV, the 
coupling between the v ib ra t iona l and i n t r i n s i c motions i s 
no longer weak, as is the case with r o t a t i o n a l motion. 
Thus the agreement of the experimental data with the theore -
t i c a l predict ions i n v ib ra t iona l spectra would not be as 
good as i n r o t a t i ona l s p e c t r a . The v ib ra t iona l s t a t e s are 
known to occur not only among spher ica l even-even nuclei but 
a l so among deformed nuc l e i . 
In even-even nucle i , the p - and / - v i b r a t i o n s are well 
known. The beta v ibra t ions have spin 0 and can be pictured 
as the vibrat ions conserving r o t a t i o n a l symmetry. The gamma 
v ib ra t ion i s a quadrupole osc i l l a t ions i n the sp in 2 . The 
parameters § and Y are known as the deformation and non-
a x i a l i t y parameters. These v ib ra t iona l levels can be regarded 
as or iginat ing from the two phonon s t a t e s i n the spher ica l 
nuc le i , but the r e l a t i v e energy sh i f t s are l a r g e . The nucleus 
i s considered as an incompressible l iquid drop with a sharp 
sur face , and the nuclear wave function i s described interms 
of the radius vector specifying the nuclear sur face . If R^ 
be the radius of spher ica l nucleus the equation for the 
2 "^i surface can be wr i t t en '-' 
R (fi,^ ) = RQ [ 1 + ^ a,^ ^t^(^,'P ) ] [2.2if] 
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where Yu^  are the spherical harmonics and a^ r^,? the deforma-
tion parameter which determines the nuclear shape. The 
subscript A, takes the values - ^ to + A > so that there are 
2A+1 modes of deformation of order > . The lowest mode of 
surface deformation corresponds to quadrupole mode ( )i =2) . 
The mode with/< = 0 ( for a l l } values) has symmetry with 
respect to arbitrary rotation about the z-axis and therefore 
represents an axially symmetric nuclear shape. 
(vi) Quadrupole Deformation: 
Considering the ellipsoidal shape and restricting to the 
quadrupole deformation /\= 2 in equation (2.21)-) the surface 
of the ellipsoid is described by R ( d',<P^) and the deformation 
^R( e',^0 from the radius R of the sphere (of the same 
volume) is given by 
Sn ( e > 0 = R ( e',<p') - RQ 
where the deformation parameter opu and the polar angles 6^<p' 
are with respect to laboratory system. Since ^R is real, we 
get 
^2-J^~ ^"^^ ^^^JA.^ [2.26 J 
From equation (2.21+) ^t g^ clear that there are only 
five independent deformation constants a2yu ^ A= ""^  to +2), 
two specifying the shape and three describing the orientation. 
In the body fixed reference frame in which the coordinate 
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axes coincide with the principal axes, the deformation para-
meter apyu. is denoted by ag x^  . Relationship "between deformation 
in two coordinate system is 
A 
so tha t 
^2;. V ^ ' ^ ^ =|.^"2)^2V(^^ ) 
^^4/^1^ (S?^, ^)y2^(^,^0 [2.27] 
^2/. = f ^2^ ^^^ ^^ '^ 'y- ) t2.28] 
Since the product of i n e r t i a i s zero interms of the 
p r inc ipa l axes, we define the following 
ago = p Cos/ [2.29] 
^21 = ^2 , -1 = ° 1^2.30] 
^22 "* ^2 -2 ° 1//2~P S i n / [ 2 .3 I ] 
The deformationi^R. along the pr inc ipa l axes j = 1,2,3 ( i . e . 
J 
the nuclear body fixed axes) are obtained from 
and are given by 
E\ ( f ,0) = (|^)^/2 p R^  GosCY-^ ) [2.33] 
^^2 ( f» P = C 1^^''^ 1^  \ Cos ( / . i ^ ) [2.3^] 
J'R^ ( 0,0) =: ( i - ) V 2 ^ j ^ ^ Q^gy |-2^3^] 
the parameter p i s a measure of devia t ion from spher i c i ty and 
/de te rmines the shape of the nucleus. 
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2.2(c) Davydov-Fllippov Model 
Davydov and Fllippov " have sioggested a model for 
the deformed nuc le i . In t h i s model they assume tha t the 
r o t a t i o n of the nucleus takes place without a change of i t s 
i n t r i n s i c s t a t e . The equil ibrium shape of the nucleus i s 
determined "by the parameters fi and ywhich are re la ted to 
the body f ixed'coordinates a^^ defined i n equations (2.29) 
(2.30) and (2 .31) . The three axes of the e l l i p so id used t o 
described the shape of the nucleus are given by 
2 i TT 
R^  = Ro C 1 + ( 4 ^ ^ ^ ^ P Cos ( y )} 12.36] 
j = 1,2 and 3 
For the fixed value of p , varying / from 0 t o 7r/3, the shape 
of the nucleus changes from a prola te t o an oblate e l l i p s o i d . 
Y= 30° corresponds a shape between prola te and oblate 
e l l i p so id of revo lu t ion . Such an ax ia l ly asymmetric model 
has been found quite su i t ab le i n explaining the r o t a t i o n a l 
levels of the deformed even-even nuc le i , the large e l e c t r i c 
quadrupole moments and the t r a n s i t i o n p r o b a b i l i t i e s . 
The energies of the various excited s t a t e s i n non-axial 
nuclei can be computed by an operator of the form 
5 [2.37] 
^^- 2 Sin2 ( Y - 2 ^ ) 
2 ? 
Where A ='fi AB{i i s a quanti ty having the dimensions of 
energy, / determines the devia t ion of the shape of the nucleus 
3 A I? 
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from a x i a l symmetry and v a r i e s from 0 t o t/3 and I^ a re the 
ope ra to r s of the p r o j e c t i o n s of the nuc lea r angular momenta 
on the axes of a coord ina te system connected wi th the n u c l e u s . 
I t i s obvious from equa t ion (2.37) t h a t , for va lues of 
o ther t han 0 and Tr/3, t he nucleus should be regarded as 
an asymmetric t o p . Each va lue of angular momentum I i s an 
asymmetric top corresponding t o (21+1) energy l e v e l s . Because 
of the symmetry cond i t i ons imposed on the wave f u n c t i o n , 
t he only allowed values of I for even nuc l e i a re those which 
correspond t o a completely symmetric r e p r e s e n t a t i o n of t h e 
group Dp. There a re no r o t a t i o n a l s t a t e s of the r e q u i r e d 
symmetry for 1 = 1 . There are two s t a t e s for 1 = 2 , one for 
1 = 3 , t h r e e for I = ^ and two for 1 = 5 e t c . The ene rg i e s 
2 2 
i n u n i t s of/fit / H-B^  of t he two l e v e l s of r e q u i r e d symmetry 
for 1 = 2 are 
+ 
E2 
8 o . 2 , , ,A •)l/2-9[ 1 - { 1 - | S in ' ' (3y) r ' ' ! 
Sin2(3yO 
9[1+ { l - l S i n 2 ( 3 y ) } ^ / ^ ] 
[2.38] 
+/ L  11--5 i " C 3 y ) r " - J 
^ = ^ [2.393 
Sin2(3y) 
for 1 = 3 , t he energy l e v e l i s 
+ 18 
•E3 = 5 [2.1+0] 
Sin'^(3y) 
From equat ions ( 2 . 3 8 ) , (2.39) and (2.1+0) we ge t 
E2'** + £2"^ = EB"*" [2.1+1] 
The computed energy levels for various values of / are 
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given i n F ig . 2 , 2 . For Y = 0, we obtain the energy levels 
corresponding to ax ia l ly symmetric nuclei t rea ted by Bohr 
and Mottelson . 
The Davydov and Fillppov model a lso predicts the 
t r a n s i t i o n p robab i l i t i e s between the r o t a t i o n a l s t a t e of the 
second excited s t a t e of spin 2 and the f i r s t excited s t a t e 
of spin 2 or t o the ground s t a t e of sp in 0 of an even nucleus. 
The spectroscopic quadrupole moment Q(I) and the reduced 
t r a n s i t i o n p robab i l i t i e s B(E2: I.-* I J are function of Q 
defined by equation (2.22) and parameter V e .g , 
6 Cos (3/) 
^(2) = - Q(2') = - % ; , / . t2.H2] 
Similar ly the quadrupole t r a n s i t i o n p robab i l i t i e s are given by 
+ + e^Q^^ 3 - 2 S;in^(370 
B ( E 2 : 2 ' ^ ' * 0 ) = ^ [l + ] [2.U-3] 
^2^ ( 9 - 8 &lr?(3i)]^^^ 
+ / 4. e \ 2 3 - 2 Sin^(3r) , , , , 
B ( E 2 : 2 ' * t O ) = 2- [ i , [2.Mf] 
32^ {9- 8 Sin2(3Y)}^/2' 
.f ^ 10 e^Q 2 Sin2(3Y) 
B(£2: 2^ ^2"-) = ^ — ^ [ ^ ] [2.1f5] 
^^'^ 9 - 8 Sin^(3Y) 
These equations give sa t i s f ac to ry agreement with the exper i -
mental d a t a . Equation (2,H3) and (2 ,kh) allow us t o express 
y^ i n terras of the eas i ly observable t r a n s i t i o n p robab i l i t i e s 




















e^Q^^ = le-ir [B(E2: 2^-^ 0^) + B(£2: 2'^-^ o"^)] [2.^46] 
and provides us with a (model dependent ) method of 
determining quadrupole moment of excited s t a t e s . 
2 2 The factor (e Q^ /16IT) i s the reduced e l e c t r i c 
quadrupole t r a n s i t i o n probabi l i ty betvreen ro t a t i ona l 
levels of spin 2 and 0 for ax i a l l y symmetric nuc le i . 
The DF model has predicted successfully many r o t a t i o n a l 
levels including those of higher e x c i t a t i o n s . The expre-
V 
ssion for reduced electric quadrupole transition probabi-
lities between two states described by the functions 
and \i i-rf J |. as 
y^ Imi 
j^l'm' 
B(E2: •I-.f) - — % l ( l 'm'f l^2/ . l ^-^ ^ 1 ^ ^2.1.7] 
l6Tr(2I4-l) r^"^ 
where 1 = eQ f D L Gosy+ ^ ^ iS^l^ + D^ o)] [2.1+8] 
- Q 2 = - Q o t % ^ ° ^ ^ " ^ ^ % ^ ^ ; . 2 
3Z R t^^  
and Q^  = ~===r- [2.1+9] 
i s the i n t r i n s i c quadrupole moment of an ax ia l nucleus 
with a deformation parameter ^ . The generalized spher ica l ' 
2 functions (D^^;) define the uni tary transformation from 
a coordinate system fixed i n space to a coordinate system 
fixed t o the nucleus . 
The wave functions of the r o t a t i o n a l s t a t e s of a non-
ax ia l nucleus can be wr i t t en i n the form 




^ 2 2 . = ( ^ ' ' ^ ' ^ ( P . ^ H a ^ D ^ ^ ^ b2 ^-^^^ ] [2.52] 
Where<p(t3,Y') i s a function corresponsiing t o the i n t e r n a l 
s t a t e of a nucleus which i s assumed to be the same i n a l l 
three r o t a t i o n a l s t a t e s . Also 
Hh "" - l S i n / ! i i n ( 3 / ) + 3GosYGos(3/) +[9-8Sin^(3/)l^'^^} 
bj^ N^ = 3SinYGos(3y) - GosYsin(3t') 
•N^^ = 2{9-8Sin^(3Y)}^^^[i9-8Sin^(3y)]^^^+ SinY S;in(3y) 
+ 3 Gosycos(3y)] [2.53] 
a^Ng = {9-8Sin^(3y)]^/^- SinySin(3y) - 3 GOS/GOS(3Y) 
b^Hg = 3 SinyGos(3y) - Cos ySin(3/ ' ) 
N^^ = 2{9-8Sin^(3f)}^/^[ {9-3 Sin^(3/)]-'-'^^ -S in f Sin(3Y) 
- 3 CosrGos(3y)] [2 .5^] 
The wave functions of s t a t e s with sp in h and 6 are 
/ _ ^ \ 1 / 2 c ^ p.D , ^ ni<:: m-id . 
^6mi - ( ^;;i™) ^B,,D^^ . B^i - - ^ -
n mM- m-H- , -D m6 m-6'^ TQ <<;! 
% i — j f = 6i - -^1= ^ '-^•^^•' 
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By us ing equa t ion (2 .V?) and t h e wave funct ions of 
s t a t e s w i t h s p i n k- and 2 , one can compute t h e reduced 
t r a n s i t i o n p r o b a b i l i t i e s between t h e s e s t a t e s . Thus t h e 
2 2 
reduced p r o b a b i l i t y ( i n e Q /ISTT u n i t s ) for t he quadrupole 
t r a n s i t i o n between s p i n k and s p i n 2 l e v e l s can be expressed 
.? ^ 
B(E2: ifi-* 2f) = [Cos Y(6A . af + J l 5 A^.bf) + 
126 °^ ^ "^^ 
S i n /(^|15 Ag^af + A^^bf +435^ A^^^bf)}^ [ 2 . 5 7 ] 
6) 
where af and bf are c o e f f i c i e n t s spec i fy ing the wave 
func t ions of s t a t e s possess ing a s p i n 2 . 
F i n a l l y the exp res s ion for the reduced quadrupole 
e l e c t r i c t r a n s i t i o n s betv/een l e v e l s w i th sp ins 6 and h 
B(E2: 6i-* ^f) = iCos / [ S i T B ^ ^ A ^ ^ + If^sTl B2j,A2f + 
'IH-3 
+ J 2 1 Bi^^A2f + sfU9T5 Bg^Ai^p]^ [ 2 . 5 8 ] 
2 ,2 (d) D§vydov-ROStovsky Model 
In Davydov-Rostovsky model '^, t he opera tor for 
c o l l e c t i v e e x c i t a t i o n s corresponding t o t h e quadrupole 
v i b r a t i o n s of nuclear su r face i s expressed as 
^ = i r t Tp -^  ^2 V ^rot^^ "• ^^t^'^ ) ^2 .59] 
where y ( j i , f ) i s the p o t e n t i a l energy of p and / - v i b r a t i o n s . 
and Tp = - r ^ ^ ( p ' ^ J^) 
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Ty = ^ [ Sln(3y)i, ] 
^rot = i ^ H C '^) 4 [2.60] 
and I^ are the projections on the main nuclear axes of I , the 
t o t a l angular momentum operator . The dependence of the 
functions A^( V) on the dynamic var iable •/ i s given by the 
expressions 
Aji = { Sin (Y )}~'^: <I= 1,2,3 [2.f . l ] 
For nuclei i n which the vibra t ions OQCtir about an equi-
3") 
l ibrium spher ica l shape, t h i s dependence i s obtained-*' from 
the canonical transformation t o the var iable ^ - j , ^ g* ^o > P 
and y 'of the operator, 
H = I ^ { Gla^ 1^ + Blo^l^ ] [2.62] 
/ ( . = 0, +1 , i 2 
of the co l l ec t ive quadrupole v ibra t ions of the nuclear siorface. 
The eigen functions of the operator (2 .^7) are functions of 
i n t e r n a l dynamic variables ^ and Y and three Euler angles 
[0-j_> ^ 2 ' ^^-^ - ^ » ^^^ they are determined i n the space element 
d t = P^ I Sin(3/) 1 ii±n0^ dp d/ 4^j_, d<92 dQ^ L2.:63] 
The co l l ec t ive exci ta t ions described by the operator (2.1+7) 
have not been invest igated i n a complete form. Certain 
s impl i f i ca t ion of operator (2.^-7) were solved in a l l previous 
investigations-^ I ' ° ' ' Thus the nuclear exci ta t ions are given 
by the operator 
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which i s obtained from equation (2 A?) under conservation 
of y^dependent terms with the follov/ing addi t ional 
s impl i f ica t ions , 
Bj3^  -* BJ3Q^ = By 
2Bp^ ro t ggp2 3 2B/ 7^ 
According to equation (2.53)> the second term i n square 
brackets of operator (2.52) i s a part of the r o t a t i o n a l 
opera tor . If K = 0,2,^- denotes the eigen values of 
the operator I^, i n the s t a t e s with K ^ 0, the eigen values 
of operator (2,52) character ize complex exci ta t ions i n which 
Y -vibra t ions and nuclear r o t a t i o n about the axis 3 are 
inseparab le . In pa r t i cu la r the wave functions of these 
s t a t e s depend on Y^and the angle Q . Thus the excited s t a t e s 
given by equation (2.52) can be cal led / - v i b r a t i o n s only 
i n the s t a t e s with K=0. On the other hand, i n DF adiabat ic 
theory , the excited s t a t e s were described by the operator 
H = — _ T_.^. = p ^ i n S i n ( r )] '^ [2.6&] 
in which the dynamic variables p and / were replaced by 
their certain effective values. I'he corresponding excited 
states were called rotational though actually they also 
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combine r o t a t i o n s w i th nuc lea r su r face v i b r a t i o n s . This 
a d i a b a t i c approximation i s s a t i s f a c t o r y i f one cons ide r s 
t h e e x c i t e d s t a t e of ground band only and t h e f i r s t te rm 
of anomalous r o t a t i o n a l band and the t r a n s i t i o n p r o b a b i l i t i e s 
between them. 
In a more rigirous theory '^  the a d i a b a t i c approximat ion 
i s u n a c c e p t a b l e . The shape of the nucleus changes as i t 
passes i n t o an exc i t ed s t a t e . Thus, i n the t r a n s i t i o n t o 
e x c i t e d s t a t e s w i th K ^ 0, t h e a x i a l symmetry of t h e nucleus 
i s v i o l a t e d . A change of t h e nuc lear shape i n e x c i t a t i o n 
leads t o a connec t ion of r o t a t i o n a l motion wi th p-and Y-
v i b r a t i o n s . 
The reduced e l e c t r i c quadrupole t r a n s i t i o n p r o b a b i l i t y 
between t h e c o l l e c t i v e s t a t e s i and f i s g iven by 
B ( E 2 : i - * f ) = 2 . l< flQp^ I i >|^ [2.^^71 
16Tr ''^ Mf ™ 
where (^2^^^ f ° ^ smal l p - and Y-v ib ra t i ons about the e q u i l i b r i u m 
va lues Yo~^ and R , can be expressed as 
Q2m = ° Q o ^ 2 m ^2 .68] 
whi le ^2m = (1 +/*|) { ( 1 -r^^-^ . • • • ) D^o""^^"^^^ ' 3^^^ -
^ ( D ^ * < - . 2 ) } ^2.6-9] 
Q ^ = ^ ^ ^ : - $ = i - l l 2 : z = ^ [ 2 . 7 0 ] 
C a l c u l a t i o n s give the fol lowing r e s u l t s i n the u n i t s of 
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2 2 (e Q / 16 IT) w i th s and q determined as 
E2 EO 
s = — T and q =s — r - [2.71)] 
E2 E2 
( i ) For t r a n s i t i o n s i n s i d e the ground r o t a t i o n a l band: 
2s 
B(E2: lO* I' '0) = 5(21001 l ' 0 ) ^ ( l - • ^ ) ( l -)^ [ 2 . 7 2 ] 
s 3q2 
where (2ImM| I ' M ) a re the v e c t o r a d d i t i o n c o e f f i c i e n t s . 
In p a r t i c u l a r for t h e t r a n s i t i o n from f i r s t e x c i t e d s t a t e s 
t o ground s t a t e , we have 
B(£2: 2''-* O"") = (1 - -^  ) ( 1 ~)^ [ 2 . 7 3 ] 
Sq"^  
( i i ) For t r a n s i t i o n s i n s i d e the anomalous band: 
B(E2: 12 "+ l ' 2 ) = 5 (2 I0e | l ' 2 ) ^ ( 1 - f ) (1 - -^ )^ [2.(74] 
q 
( i i i ) For t r a n s i t i o n s from the anomalous t o the ground 
r o t a t i o n a l band: 
B(E2: 12 -* I 'O) = 10(2 ; -22 | l ' ' o )^ (2s - l ) " - ' - ( l 5 ) ^ 
2 (210211^2) 2 M / 2 
X [1+ { - — ( I d -1)1(1+1) (1+2))^'^"^ 
3 ( 2 s - l ) (21-221 I ' O ) ^ 
T_ J ( 2 I 0 0 l l ' 0 ) . „ ^ , ,p^ 
- 2 - ^ T l + ( - l ) ^ ) ( f f ( l - l ) I ( I + l ) ( I + 2 ) ) / / ^ } ] [2.-75] 
'^  (21-221 I 'O) ^^ "^  
+^ + 10 5 9s 2 
B(E2: 2^-*2^) = (1 + _ ) (1 )'^ [2.>7&] 7s 2s V 
B(E2: 2 ' '^ o"") = -^  ( 1 - | j (1 - - A ) ^ [2.77] 
s 2s i^^2 
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2 ,2 (e) Var ia t ion of Angular Momentum Probjection Approach 
11) 
This method has been applied by Warke et a l . t o study 
the electromagnetic propert ies of recent ly observed high spin 
s t a t e s i n even-even Dy Isotopes . The anomalous behaviour 
of the calculated spectra i s a t t r i bu ted to the sudden change 
of the nuclear deformation at a c e r t a i n value of I . The 
plot of observed moment of i n e r t i a as a function of the 
r o t a t i o n a l frequency is very sens i t ive to the energy leve l 
spacings . A s l igh t devia t ion of tens of keV order pushes 
the point on the plot far away. The energy spacings and the 
t r a n s i t i o n p robab i l i t i e s of E2 cascades between the yras t 
levels have been successfully explained using many body 
v ib ra t i ona l project ion approach. 
2 .2(f) Pairing Plus Quadrupole Model 
12) Baranger e t a l . considered those cases i n which the 
quadrupole force has a t l e a s t a s l i g h t edge, i f not s t ronger , 
over the pairing force, s ince there i s a competition through 
which the nucleus finds i t s \ shape. The quadrupole force 
attempts to deform i t while the pa i r i r ^ force t r i e s t o keep 
i t s p h e r i c a l . The po ten t i a l energy of the nucleus has been 
taken as the function of deformation. If th i s i s not minimum 
for spher ica l shape i t should occur for an ax ia l ly symmetric 
deformation or for an asymmetric one. Kinetic energy i s added 
t o the po ten t i a l energy i n Bohr's co l l ec t ive Harailtonian. 
The main r e s u l t s obtained for th i s model can be summtirized. 
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( i ) Axial symmetry Is preferred i n a l l cases , 
( i i ) Deformation i s maximum i n the middle of the s h e l l and 
tapers off towards both ends, with exact symmetry about 
the middle. 
( i i i )Fo r large r a t i o s of quadrupole to pairing forces , the 
energy gap vanishes and the nucleus a t t a in s i t s maximuto 
ax ia l ly symmetric deformation. The effect of increasing" 
the pairing force i s to reduce the magnitude of deforma-
t i o n , i t s s ign and ax ia l symmetry are preserved during 
the process , 
(iv) During the t r a n s i t i o n from spher ica l t o deformed shape 
the phenomenon of double minimum i n the po ten t i a l energy 
of deformation i s observed. 
The pairing plus quadrupole model f a i l s t o descr ibe the 
r e a l i s t i c nuclei for weak pair ing forces , as the nuclei would 
then possess an asymmetric deformation. 
2.2(g) Pseudo SU(^) Model 
Kota-^^^ has studied the low-lying spectra of ^^^)y, "^ ^^Er 
and Yb i n the frame work of SU(3) model allowing na tura l 
p a r i t y neutrons alone t o be a c t i v e . In t h i s model the proton 
configurations and the unnatural pa r i ty neutron configurat ion 
have been assumed to be par t of the core which car ies zero 
angular momentum. All the nuclei having eight na tura l pa r i ty 
neutrons i n the n = -^ s h e l l are s tudied, but no attempt has 
been made t o study the high spin s t a t e s . 
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2.2(h) Sahu^s Approach 
Sahu e t a l , , convinced by the experimental evidence 
for the non-axial co l l ec t ive motions i n •'-°°0s ard •'•°°Pt 
nuc le i , have considered an i n t r i n s i c wave function charac ter -
ized by both the symmetry parameter p and asymmetry parameter 
y and angular momentum pro jec t ions . They have assumed the 
existance of a s t a t i c t r i - a x i a l shape. The i n t r i n s i c 
ca lcula t ions have been done in the frame work of Hartree 
BCS theory employing the pairing plus quadrupole i n t e r ac t i on 
12) of Baranger and Kumar ' , The calculated values of l eve l 
energ ies , B(E2)s and electromagnetic moments have been found 
i n good agreement with experimental values . Therefore a more 
r i g i d t r i - a x i a l shape, for these nuclei , has been concluded. 
2 . 2 ( i ) MLcroscopic Asymmettic Approach 
Tanabe et a l . ^ have proposed a general formalism for 
describing microscopically the symmetric and asymiaetric ro tors 
i n both even and odd mass nuc le i . The microscopic operator 
form of the quantum number specifying the asymmetric ro tor 
s t a t e has been provided by the previously proposed macroscopic 
model, improved by taking i n to account the D2 symmetry group 
and the consistency of the approximation. The microscopic 
theory of the asymmetric ro to r Is formulated without 
sac r i f i c ing the angular momentum commutation r e l a t i o n s . Faessler 
16) 
e t a l , attempted to apply the pa r t i c l e number projected 




deformation. Hcfwever, i t i s impossible to ca lcu la te three 
moments of i n e r t i a J i n t h i s scheme, without recourse of 
a l l the components of angular momentum ar:d the fu l l D2 
symmetry. In t h e i r scheme the addi t ional cons t ra in ts for 
2 
the new quantum number K, I , and H +^  are jus t enough t o 
determine three '^"^  . At high spins the subsidiary cowii t ion 
2 
for I manifests the existance of the co r io l i s an t ipa i r ing 
effects i n the unique pa r i t y s t a t e s i . e . the decoupling 
17) 
e f fec t , which has been observed recent ly . 
2 .2 ( j ) Toyama*s Approach 
The co l lec t ive Hamiltonian for deformed even-even nuclei 
has been considered to be composed of the v ib ra t iona l energy 
term Ty-j^ »^ the r o t a t i o n a l energy term T .^^ ^ aiii the po t en t i a l 
energy term Vi^fY) by Toyama . The po ten t i a l term VCfi,/) 
i s expanded about the centre of o s c i l l a t i o n (^Q^HQ) and 
anharmonlc term of {i i s introduced, '^he in t roduc t ion of the 
anharmonic term gives a dependence of the moment of i n e r t i a 
not only on I but a lso on nu, which i s the quantum number of 
beta v ib ra t ion . Calculated values of l eve l energies a r e , 
with some exceptions, i n good agreement with experimental 
va lues , and the r e l a t i v e B(E2) values are much improved 
compared to calculated from Clebsch Gorden Coefiiuients. 
2 -2 (k) Boson Expansion Microscopic Model 
As there existed a strong resemblance between levels 
i n spher ica l and deformed nucle i , the equations for the 
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coeff ic ients injbhe expansion of the fermion-pair operators 
19) i n terms of boson operator "^ are solved exactly to s i x t h 
order since the data on level schemes extended the inc lus ion 
20 21) 
of higher spin s t a t e s . A theory has been developed ' 
which describes the spher ica l and deformed nuclei and 
consequently the t r a n s i t i o n a l nuclei on an equal foot ing. 
The nature of the osc i l l a t i ons of spher ica l nuclei 
d i f fe r s e s s e n t i a l l y from the hydrodynamic model, the nucleons 
outside the core mainly pa r t i c ipa t e i n the osc i l l a t ions and 
the po la r i za t ion of the core a r i s ing i n the process leads 
to the renormalization of outer nucleon i n t e r a c t i o n . This 
makes i t possible to consider only the nucleons i n the upper 
unf i l l ed s h e l l , and the problem i s simplif ied considerably. 
The microscopic point of view i s tha t the phonon of these 
o sc i l l a t i ons i s a s trongly corre la ted (bound) s t a t e of two 
quas i -pa r t i c l e s with K = 2 as the t o t a l angular momentum. 
^he model predicts the energy of the f i r s t excited s t a t e 
and B(E2) value for a t r a n s i t i o n from th i s level as wel l as 
the dependence of these quant i t ies on the number of outer 
nucleons. This pair of bound quas i -pa r t i c l e s i n the nucleus 
i s d i f fe ren t from the idea l Bose-exci tat ion (phonon) . This 
difference leads to some addi t iona l terms i n the Hamiltonian. 
2 .2 {V) Jfew Rigid Asymmetric J:^otor Model 
DF model has been extended by addihg hexadecapole shape 
components and th i s extended model^^^ has been applied t o 
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18^-186^,^ 186-1920,, 192-196p^ ^ ^ 198,200^,^ „^^^^^_ ^^^ 
model provides much improved desc r ip t ion of the e l e c t r i c 
quadrupole p rope r t i e s , E2 proper t ies (phases and magnitudes 
of matrix elements involving the second 2 s t a t e s ) have been 
predicted co r r ec t ly . An addi t iona l degree of freedom ji^. has 
been included together with Pp ^^ Yas parameters. This 
r e s u l t s i n f i t s which are be t t e r by two orders of magnitudes 
than corresponding f i t s with only ^2 ^ ^ V • The values of 
pK and the systematic decrease of 1 jiU with increase of A, 
are i n excel lent agreement with avai lable experimental 
information. I t appears q u a l i t a t i v e l y tha t including a p^. 
shape component, which has ibs symmetry about the z-axis has 
the effect of keeping the nucleus more prola te type as Y 
increases and the symmetry axis for the quadrupole deformation 
tends towards the y - ax i s . I t may be noted that P^./p2 ^ ^f 
leads t o the same qua l i t a t i ve features as Pi^ ./p2< 0> Therefore 
i t i s concluded that the quadrupole and hexadecapole proper-
t i e s of a nucleus are not independent but are coupled and i n 
a de ta i l ed model the hexadecapole propert ies could not be 
ignored. 
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C H A P T E R - I I I 
EPFEGT OF SPIN M WQLEMi SHAPE 
3 . 1 Int roduct ion 
+ 
E lec t r i c quadrupole t r a n s i t i o n p robab i l i t i e s from 2 to 
0 and from M- t o 2 s t a t e s of ground s t a t e band of deformed 
even nuclei have studied by many workers. Some of them 
have used Davydov-Rostovsky (DR) model estimates for 
these t r ans i t i ons and reported tha t the factor FD|^ [==B(E2)g^ / 
B(E2)j^T,] increases with the increase of non-axia l i ty 
parameter Y', These workers have scanned the nuclear regions 
of small V values and have considered a few t r a n s i t i o n a l 
nuclei in the ra re ear th and act in ide r eg ions . 
Theoret ical estimates for deformation parameter p were 
obtained by calcula t ing the binding energies of the individual 
nuclei as a function of the nuclear deformation and minimizing 
the t o t a l energy. These estimates were not found consis tent 
with the fact tha t nuclear deformation decreases sharply as 
one moves away from closed she l l regions for nuclei possessing 
7) 
mass number around 1 6 C . This r e f l e c t s the po la r i i ing 
effect of pa r t i c l e s outside the closed s h e l l . There has also 
been a discrepancy between experiment and theory re la ted with 
a fact tha t the so lu t ion of Bardeen, Cooper and Schrieffer 
(BCS) equation used does not correspond to a de f in i t e number 
of pa r t i c l e s i n a few cases near the deformation region v i z , 
50 
7) 1) 
around Hf and W isotopes"^'^ . Although Agarwal used ra ther 
experimental values of i n t r i n s i c quadrupole moment Q^, but 
ON 
the data of Stelson and Grodzins used by him are nov; 
out dated and have changed t o a considerable ex ten t . The 
c h a r a c t e r i s t i c propert ies of asymmetric ro tor model (ARM) 
1-5) are not re f lec ted on the systematics of the previous workers 
q) 
This is interesting to refer Hoehn et al.^S who, with 
the use of model dependent methods, showed that electric 
+ 
moments involving the first excited state 2 and in some 
+ / 
cases the secor^ excited state 2 differ with those calcu-
lated values using pairing plus quadrupole interactions. 
We have thought worthwhile to consider the nuclear regions 
which have large y values, the so called soft nuclei 
belonging to medium as well as heavy mass regions. For 
these nuclei it is more promising to attempt the model in the 
region with y about 20° or so, since there is no general 
theoretical argument to indicate the shape of these nuclei. 
In our calculations we have used ARM dependent Q^. 
We have done, for the first time Davydov et al. ' ' 
•4v l i t" '4** - a^ 
ca lcula t ions for h -»• 2 and 6 -* ^ t r ans i t i ons together 
+ + 
with 2 - ^ 0 t r ans i t i ons for medium mass nucle i , possessing 
large value of non-axial i ty parameter V and for a number 
of heavy mass nuc le i . Medium mass nuclei with / lying 
between l5 to 25 have been considered. 
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3 .2 Calculation ^ Transition ProbaMlltles 
The experimental transition probabilities In the units 
2 2 
of e .b for the transitions reported here have been 
calculated by the knov/n relation 
0.0812 
B(E2: I+2-* I )^ = [3.1] 
B^ (1 + a,j,) T 
where Ey , the energy Involved In transition and is expressed 
In MeV, q- , the meanllfe of the excited state is In p.sec. 
and am are the total Internal conversion coefficients. 
12) 
These parameters have been taken from Table of Isotopes 
B(E2)„„ values have been calculated using the relations 
of i^ avydov et al.-'-^ *''*-'-^  and the Table 3 . 1 . The non-axlallty 
10) parameter "/ has been evaluated by the relation 
E2'*' 1 + [ 1 - I S i n ^ ( 3 y ) ] ^^^ 
~ F = 2 13.2] 
^ 1 > [ 1 . 8 sin^(3Y') ] ^ / ^ 
+ +' 
where E2 and E2 are the energies of f i rs t and second 
2 excited s ta tes . 
B(fi2)QT, values have been computed by using the relation 
5e Q 0 1 2s p 
B(E2: I-* l ' ) = 5 (21001 l '0) ' ' ( l - •±)(l ^r [3.3] 
1 6 TT ® 3q 
where (2IOO|l'o) are Glebsch-Gordan Coefficients in the 



































































































































s = — r and q = — T [3 -^l 
E2 E2 
he re EO i s the energy of 0 s t q t e of be t a v i b r a t i o n band, 
£2"^, E2"^'and EO^ are t a k e n from Saka i -Res t e r Table .^^ 
3 -3 Resu l t s and Dise-ussion 
Table 3 ,2 i l l u s t r a t e s the expe r imen ta l , DF and DR values 
+ + + + 
of S(2) t r a n s i t i o n p robab i l i t i e s for 2 -*• 0 , H- -»• 2 and 
6 -* h t r ans i t i ons ins ide the ground r o t a t i o n a l band for 
heavy and medium mass n u c l e i . The experimental values have 
been extracted from reference 12 or have been adapted from 
reference lif-19. The tab le reveals tha t DR model f a i l s to 
explain almost a l l the medium mass nuclei and Sm, m, 
^^^Er, and •''^^Pt nuclei having Y more than 20° i n 2'^ -> o"^  
+ + 
and h -^ 2 t r a n s i t i o n s , when we t e s t the model according to 
20) 
Kumar's conditions ( i . e , 0.5 < enhancement/hirKlerence 
factor F < 2 ) . Thefe i s no such fa i lu re with DF model for 
2 -* 0 and H- -* 2 t r a n s i t i o n s . However, for 6 -* V t r a n s i t i o n s 
the hinderence factor F decreases althrough i n DR es t ima tes . 
The figures 3 .1 and 3 '2 drawn are clear ind ica t ion of a 
systematic trend i n r i g id ro to r model while there i s no such 
+ + 
systematic trend i n DR model predict ions for 2 ->• 0 and 
H- -*• 2 t r a n s i t i o n s . This i s contrary t o the trends observed 
by previous workers -^  , The sudden appearance of a 
systematic trend i n DR model for 6 ->• h- t r an s i t i ons (Fig.33) 
suggests the beginning of a process of shape t r a n s i t i o n i n 
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This si irprising change i s observed for a number of 
nuclei lying on or near the trends for 6 -^  ^ t r an s i t i ons 
with DF and DR predict ions . The nature of the agreement 
-f* + + + 
observed for 2 -* 0 and h -^ 2 t r a n s i t i o n s i s found t o be 
reversed i n both the models. The factor F which shows 
+ + 4* 4-
almost a uniform s ign i n 2 ^ 0 and V ->• 2 t r ans i t i ons 
i r r e spec t ive of value of Y i n DF model s t a r t s giving 
var iable s ign for 6 -*• ^ t r ans i t i ons which i s a lso T 
dependent. No such discrepancy has been observed i n DR model. 
Although the adiabat ic approximation (p and Y constant) 
used by Davydov-Fllippov i s unacceptable i n a more rigorous 
theory, but i n general , v io l a t i on of the adiabat ic condit ion 
during r o t a t i o n can be due to co r io l i s i n t e r ac t i on between 
the angular momentum and single nucleon s t a t e s arxi a l so 
due to a centr i fugal s t r e t c h i n g . The centr i fugal s t re tch ing 
leads t o a change i n the shape of the nucleus during r o t a t i o n 
and hence to a change i n the moment of i n e r t i a of the nucleus. 
The mean values of the t o t a l angular momentum projections of 
the outer nucleons on the a rb i t r a ry d i r e c t i o n i n the nuclei 
are zero i n even non-spherical nucleus i n the ground s t a t e 
(with respect t o the other nucleons). Transi t ion t o an 
excited s ingle nucleon s t a t e , on the other hand, requires a 
large energy and therefore there i s no co r io l i s i n t e r a c t i o n . 
According to general be l ief , the shape of the nucleus 
changes as i t passes in to an excited s t a t e and t h i s change 
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of nuclear shape in exc i t a t ion leads t o some i n t e r a c t i o n 
of r o t a t i o n a l motion with p-and y -v ib ra t ions . Such 
assumptions of DR theory lead t o a simultaneous descr ip t ions 
of ground band, beta band and gamma band. But the f a i lu re 
of DR model predict ions upto spin h confirm tha t the 
adiabat ic approximation i s s a t i s f ac to ry only i f one considers 
the excited s t a t e s of the 2 and h ground band, the f i r s t 
excited s t a t e s of the anomalous r o t a t i o n a l band and the 
21^ p robab i l i t i e s for t r ans i t i ons between them . The process 
of shape t r a n s i t i o n comraences at 1 = 6 . 
3 ' ^ Conclusion 
I t i s inferred tha t the assumption of r ig id t r i - a x i a l 
shape with fixed shape parameter {3 and Y i s an excel lent 
approximation t o the ac tual nuclear wave functions only 
upto sp in h and thereaf ter the nucleus begins t o get r i d of 
r i g i d shape and acquires p - and Y-freedom. Our study lends 
support t o the assumption of t r i - a x i a l shape of Davydov et 
a l . and suggests a l imi t at which the r i g i d i t y of the nucleus 
i s unacceptable. This conclusion de f in i t e l y d i f fers with 
22) 
Turner et a l . view point of abrupt phase t r a n s i t i o n of 
the r o t a t i o n a l mode from ax ia l ly symmetric t o asymmetric 
shape a t I = 8 . 
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C H A P T E R - I V 
STUDY OF SAMARIUM ISOTOPES; ( 1^8,l50,l52,l51+g^ ^ 
^ • 1 I n t r o d u c t i o n : 
Study of Samarium i s o t o p e s has been a cha l l ang ing 
t h e o r e t i c a l problem s ince they l i e i n t h e range from near 
s p h e r i c a l t o w e l l deformed s h a p e . Sm nucleus i s be l i eved 
t o be b a s i c a l l y s p h e r i c a l whi le -^  Sm i s thought t o be a 
1*5 0 1'52 
w e l l deformed nucleus and •'^  ' -^  Sm are cons idered t r a n s i t i o n a l 
l _o ) 
o n e s . Various approaches -^  have been app l i ed i n t h e pas t 
but noneof them was found t o be f u l l y s u c c e s s f u l i n exp la in ing 
t h e known B(E2) va lues awi BCS^) branching r a t i o s of i n t e r 
and i n t r a band t r a n s i t i o n s . Since Asymmetric r o t o r model 
of Davydov-Flllppov has been proved u s e f u l p a r t i c u l a r l y 
for nuc le i i n the t r a n s i t i o n r e g i o n , i t has been thought wor th -
whi le t o s tudy 1^8,150,152,15^2^ nuc le i i n the frame work of 
Asymmetric Rotor Model (ARM) . The comparison of phenome no l o g i c a l 
model r e s u l t s w i th those of microscopic model c a l c u l a t i o n s 
1 ) • '^) 
of Kumar and Tamura e t al.-* has been done . Though i t i s 
not proper t o compare on an equal f o o t i n g , t he phenomenological 
model w i th microscopic models, even t h e n , i t i s done t o 
emphasize the b e t t e r f i t achieved by DF model over t h e o ther 
e x i s t i n g models . 
Recent ly Gupta e t al.'^'^ have eva lua ted the B(E2) va lues 
for the t r a n s i t i o n s depopula t ing 2 s t a t e of gamma v i b r a t i o n a l 
h) 
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band and for i n t e r r o t a t i o n a l band i n deformed even n u c l e i . 
Thei r r e s u l t s have c o n t r a d i c t e d Zawischa e t a l view po in t 
i n g e n e r a l and confirmed t h a t low-lying K^ = 2 resonances 
a r e c l a s s i c a l gamma v i b r a t i o n s for Samarium n u c l e i . The 
1^2 
anomalous ^ Sm nuc leus , having neut ron number 90 , l i e s i n 
+ ' + + 
t h e v i c i n i t y of the exper imenta l t r end of B(E2: 2 ->• 2 /O ) 
vs n o n - a x i a l i t y parameter / , which i s f u l l y endorsed i n 
"i") 7") 
t h e DF trend-^'^. Pu r i e t a l . s t u d i e d the p r o p e r t i e s of 
+ / 
2 l e v e l i n l 5 0 < A < I90 r e g i o n nuc le i and observed t h a t 
exper imenta l h va lues ( E2/M]_ mixing r a t i o , which provides 
r a t h e r a s e n s i t i v e t e s t of nuclear wave func t ions) favoured 
1+) 
t h e n o n - a x i a l model c a l c u l a t i o n s of Davydov e t a l . over t h e 
p a i r i n g force model of Greiner ' or the c o r i o l i s i n t e r a c t i o n 
model of Bes e t a l . " 
Fur ther the reduced e l e c t r i c quadrupole t r a n s i t i o n 
2 2 + 
p r o b a b i l i t i e s i n e .b u n i t s from f i r s t 2 s t a t e a re changing 
very r a p i d l y , f ro^ O.ll+l t o O.27I+ between ^^Sm and "^^^m 
and from 0.27if t o 0.667 between -"-^ S^m and ""-^ ^Sm. This 
i n d i c a t e s a r ap id change i n the average 7 values as can be 
s e e n from t h e exp res s ion for the quadrupole moment of t h e 
+ \\\ 
f i r s t 2 s t a t e of a t r i - a x i a l nucleus ' 
3ZR^P 6G0S GV) 
A/^^ 7 [ 9 - 8 Sin^ O y ) ] ^ ^ ^ 
Another proint i n favour of ARM i s t h a t t h e r e e x i s t s a 
r e l a t i o n 
E2'*' + E2'*' ~ EB"^ [ ^ .2 ] 
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for the foTor isotopes of Samarium (Table l+ . l ) . 
The non-axia l i ty parameter T has "been calculated 
using a l l the exis t ing methods which have been explained 
i n the next a r t i c l e . 
J+.2 Methods For Calculating Y s 
The following four methods have been used for evaluating 
the non-axial i ty parameter V for the Samarium i so topes . 
(a) From the energy r a t i o ' E2 /E2 
(b) From the energy ratio-''^^ El+'^ /E2^ 
(c) -from the energy r a t i o ^ E2 /'Sh or E6 
(d) From the values"^^ of £2"^, B(E2: 2"^^ O'^ ) and model 
dependent Q^, 
Method (a) i s most widely used for ca lcu la t ing Y . But 
when method (a) gave anomalous desc r ip t ion of gamma band 
energies pertaining to "^  Gd nucleus, method (b) was suggested 
10) by Varshni et a l . Moreover ca lcula t ions based on method 
(a) put non-DF nuclei i n DF region. ' 
( 5 7 1 1 1 0 I k ) 
During the l a s t decade many workers"'^ "^  ' ' -^' followed 
method (b) anl commented on B(E2) values of even deformed 
7) 
nuclei i n the rare ea r th and ac t in ide r eg ions . Puri et a l . ' ' 
using method (b) inferred the lead of DK. '^ '^  model over DF 
model for B(E2) r a t i o s of the cascades t o cross-over t r an s i t i ons 
+ from the 2 v ib ra t iona l band. This was against the fact since 
the inc lus ion of the coupling of r o t a t i o n with p-vibrat ions 
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explanation to t h i s can be sought on analysing the work of 
Varshni et al."^^ . The method (b) gave V few degrees 
larger than by method (a) at nearly l 5 ° . This enhancement 
i n Y values may be thought as equivalent t o in t roduci ng 
the Bohr-Mottelson v ib ra t ion r o t a t i o n i n t e r a c t i o n cor rec t ion 
(BMVRIG) of the form -b l^ ( l+ l )^ i n the energy va lues . 
Therefore i f V are taken from ground s t a t e r o t a t i o n a l band 
energies , then the energies of the remaining levels of th i s 
band may be predicted to an accuracy of 1% but the energies 
of 2 , 3 and h levels can not be pred ic tM with a i^ 
precisionCFig. h,l and ^ . 2 ) . Another objectionable outcome 
l"? 0 of method (b) i s tha t i t i s not applicable i n Sm and keeps 
t h i s nucleus out of DF range. This i s a l so against the fact 
t ha t i t can be the most su i tab le nucleus for ARM, being 
t r a n s i t i o n a l . 
For Sm nucleus method (b) gives "/= 22° and method 
(a) gives Y= 13°. The enhancement i n Y amounting to 9°(77%) 
can not be j u s t i f i e d as equivalent to r o t a t i o n v ib ra t ion 
i n t e r a c t i o n term, which can be of few degrees only. The 
method (b) can be of u t i l i t y i f one i s confined to ground 
s t a t e energy l e v e l s . Therefore the use of such / for 
evaluating B(E2) absolute values and BCE2) branching r a t i o s 
7 1^ ) as done by some workers'^' •'^ has no j u s t i f i c a t i o n . 
The method (c) of deducing non-axia l i ty parameter Y 
+' + + 11^ 
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16) has been commented u n r e l i a b l e by Baker e t a l . . 
Since none of the methods desc r ibed above for the d e t e r -
mina t ion of n o n - a x i a l i t y parameter Y", was found capable of 
exp la in ing t h e observed e l e c t r i c p r o p e r t i e s l i k e B(E2) abso lu t e 
va lues and B(E2) branching r a t i o s and t h e energy s p e c t r a of 
12) four i s o t o p e s of Samarium, hence a new method ' i s employed 
t o g e t h e r w i t h o ther e x i s t i n g methods ( a ) ? (b ) and ( c ) . For a 
f ixed va lue of p , v i o l a t i o n of a x i a l symmetry of the nucleus 
leads t o an i n c r e a s e of t h e energy of t h e l e v e l s belonging t o 
t h e a x i a l nucleus i n DF model. The i n c r e a s e of l e v e l energy 
corresponds t o a decrease of e f f e c t i v e moment of i n e r t i a of 
t h e n u c l e u s . For the f i r s t exc i t ed s t a t e of s p i n 2 , 
, 6i? 9 - t 81 - 72 Sin^OY) ]^^^ 
^2^ - — [ ' -• ] C^.3] 
^^o 5+.Sin^(3V) 
where t h e i n e r t i a l parameter , according t o g e n e r a l e m p i r i c a l 
r u l e of Grodzins-'"^^ i s 
6i? 
o 
~ 122h A"^/3 p~^ [ i f .^ ] 
The reduced t r a n s i t i o n p r o b a b i l i t i e s B(B2: I^-+ I^) 
a r e funct ions of Q^ and a re expressed as 
+ + e^Q^^ 3 - 2 Sin^(3V) 
^^'^ {9-8 S in^(3V)}^ /^ 
2 2 - 2 
rq'' 3 - 2 siin^ 
o_[ I 
^^^ I9- 8 Sin^(3/)}^/^ 
and B(E2: 2 ^ 0 ) = ~[ 1 ~- ] [1+.6] 
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If the deformation can be character ized by. a s ing le 
parameter p , then Q i s approximately given by 
Equation (U-.3) allow us t o express Y interms of E2 , 
B(E2: 2 -»• 0 ) , Z and A. -Hence mass number A and charge Z 
of nucleus a lso play a ro le in deciding the shape of the 
nucleus while describing asymmetric parameter / . The 
parameters §A '-^ and / for the four isotopes of Samarium 
are l i s t e d i n Table k.l together with other input q u a n t i t i e s . 
According to c l a s s i ca l approximation to the dynamics 
of t r i a x i a l core which prefers ro ta t ions about the axis with 
la rges t moment of i n e r t i a i n order to minimize the r o t a t i o n a l 
energy, we have the following c l a s s i f i c a t i o n . 
( i ) l{iA / ^ |< If, for v ib ra t iona l nuc le i , 
( i i ) IpA^/^l > 7, for well deformed nuc le i , 
( i i i ) ^ < IpA^/^l < 7, for t r a n s i t i o n a l nuc le i . 
From Table l+.l we see tha t ^^3m nucleus for which \^I?^^\ 
i s equal to H.ce i s almost v ib ra t iona l nucleus. Sm 
nucleus for which IpA^^^i = 5.58 i s t r a n s i t i o n a l , with / = 2 0.25° 
^ Sm for which 1{3A '^^ | = 8.68 i s near to well deformed 
with Y=: lh.5° and "^ ^^ Sm for which IpA^^^I = 10.11+ i s well 
deformed with / = 10°. Thus the approach (d) describes the 
Samarium nuclei s t r i c t l y according t o establ ished facts . 
As .the energy levels are not a very good probe of the 
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nuclear shape because they are ra ther sens i t ive t o softness 
and are sens i t ive t o i n e r t i a l parameter whose ^-dependence 
corresponds to i r r o t a t i o n a l flow i n addi t ion to other effects 
such as co r io l i s ant ipa i r ing (CAP), the ca lcu la t ion of B_(fi2) 
values which are more sens i t ive t o V have been carr ied out 
for some useful conclusions. 
H-.3 Besults and Discussion : 
l+.3(a) Energy Levels: 
152 Vyh-Figures ^ . 1 and k.2 show the energy spectra of •^  ' -"^  Sm 
nuc l e i . In column (E), the experimental energy levels taken 
from Table of Sakai and Rester ^ are l i s t e d . Column (A), 
(D) and (B) show the t h e o r e t i c a l ARM energy levels calculated 
by using the non-axial i ty parameter Y derived from methods 
( a ) , (d) and (b) r e spec t ive ly . We note tha t the calcula ted 
-f-' + + / 
values for 2 , 3 and h levels in column (B) are too much 
lower than those of experimental va lues . The agreement of 
energy values for gamma band between column (A) and (E) i s 
best but for column (A) the input parameters are E2 and E2 
r e s p e c t i v e l y . Column (D) a l so competes well with column (E) 
where the inputs are E2 ani B(E2: 2 --• 0 ) . This can be 
q u a l i t a t i v e l y argued as the minimum f i n i t e value of Y for 
s t ab le deformation which can not be small since the frequency 
of v ib ra t ion and r o t a t i o n would then be comparable and 
sepera t ion i n t o r o t a t i o n a l and v ib ra t iona l levels would be 
meaningless. For 7 < l5° the non-axia l i ty parameter deserves 
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to be enhanced by a degree or two equivalent t o BMVRIG. 
probably th i s i s the reason why column CD) r e s u l t s are 
b e t t e r than those of column (A) and (G) for ground s t a t e 
l e v e l s . The r e su l t s of column (B) are discouraging. Again 
the reason that the value of .7^ should be lowered for 
Y> 21.5 by few degrees gets support from DF energy 
diagram (Fig. 2.2 of Chapter II) which reads E2"^  = Eh'*' 
at / = 21 .5° , while experimental £2"^  (= 1.1938 MeV) i s 
+ 1^2 
much higher t o experimental El+ ( =0.3665 MeV) for Sm. 
This fact r e jec t s the value of Y= 2 i ° used i n column (B). 
F ig . l+,3 shows tha energy spectrum of - '^m nucleus. 
In column (B) the energy levels taken^from Table of Sakai 
and Rester ^ are l i s t e d . Column (A), (D) and (C) display 
the t heo re t i c a l ARM energy levels derived on put t ing Y 
calculated from methods ( a ) , (d) and (c) r e spec t ive ly . 
The discrepancy between calculated and observed energy levels 
were attempted to be explained by Kallmann °^ taking in to 
account the i n t e r ac t i on of r o t a t i o n with ^ - v i b r a t i o n s . 
This i n t e r ac t i on can be expressed as 
E-bC""!, y,^) = A[e(^I,y) - b{s(^I ,y)}^/2] [^.8] 
where b i s constant, e ( ^ I , / ) are eigen values i n uni t s of 
2 2 
A(= ^ ABp ) for DF model without i n t e r a c t i o n . But such 
cor rec t ion can not be applied i n the r e s u l t s of column (c) 
150 
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observed values are i n opposite d i rec t ions for 3 ^^ ^ 
s t a t e s of gamma band while the above equation implies 
t h a t the deviations should be i n the same d i r e c t i o n for 
a l l energy l e v e l s . The effect of p-vibrat ions has been 
2 0) incorporated i n a bet'cer way i n Davydov-Ghaban model. 
Hence the addi t ion of the cubic term i n e (^ I , / ) t o r igh t 
hand side of equation (^.3) to improve the r e s u l t s does 
not seem to be worthwhile. 
The r e su l t s of Tamura et al.-*' are a lso subject to t h i s 
object ion since discrepancies between calculated and observed 
values are in opposite d i rec t ions for 3 and M- s t a t e s of 
•'•^ ^Sm and -"-^^m and 2^ and 3"^  s t a t e s of -"-^ S^m belonging to 
gamma band. Rejecting method (c) due t o i t s anomalous 
15i 0 desc r ip t ion of energy levels of Sm nucleus, method (d) , 
claims to predict lower values of 7= 2 0.25*^ which i s a lso 
not to be subjected for BMVEIG, since / > l 5 ° . 
^•3 ^^) Probabi l i ty of E lec t r i c Trans i t ions : 
Tables h,2, H-.3 and h,h describe the experimental B(E2) 
values and branching r a t i o s under column (E) and calculated 
ARM values under column (A) , (B), (C) and (D) employing Y 
determined from methods ( a ) , (b) , (c) and (d) respec t ive ly 
for -^  ' ^ ' -^  Sm nuc le i . Experimental values under column 
(E) are taken from Tamura et al.-^ The r e s u l t s under column 
Sj^, Sg and 3^ are the r e s u l t s of Tamura et al.-* , Kumar "^  
21) 
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22) We have imposed Kumar's t e s t ( i . e . 0.5 < enhancement/ 
h inderence f a c t o r F < 2 .0) on the e n t r i e s of each column, 
t o see the success of d i f f e r e n t methods used for J . Tamura 
f a i l s t o accomodate so many t r a n s i t i o n s such as 2 -* 0 , 
2*'^h\ 2 * - 2 V 0 * , 2 * - 2 + A * , 3 * - 2 * A ^ l*-*2*/2\ > + * - 2 > ^ 
\<i*/2* for ^^°Sm, 2< 0% 2 < 2 V o " , 3 * - 2 * A % V * i 2 * A - ' 
for •^ '^^ Sm and 2 - ^ 2 , 2 -^ V , 2 -^  2 A , If ^ 2 A for "^ ^ Sm 
nucleus i n h i s s i x t h order Boson expans ion d e s c r i p t i o n 
c a l c u l a t i o n s of c o l l e c t i v e s t a t e s . Kumar has been unsucces s -
f u l i n exp l a in ing 2 -+ 2 , 2 --* 2 /O for ^ Sm, 2 - ^ 0 , 2 - ^ 2 , -
+ ' + + ' + + + + + T'JU- * 
2 -* H- , 2 -^ 2 A and -^ -* 2 A for -^  Sm n u c l e u s . Varshni 
15^ 0 
remained s i l e n t on Sm nucleus and f a i l e d almost eve ry -
1*^ 2 lu^h' 
where i n d e s c r i b i n g ^ ' "^  Sm n u c l e i . Meyertervehn d id not 
ge t through w i th 2^ -* 2"^, 2'*'-* h^ and 2"^ -+ 2'^A'^ for "^^^Sm. 
Davydov-Fil ippov did not accomodate 2 -»• ^ , 2 -^  2 A , 
If"^ ^ 2VH-^ fo r •'•^^m, 3^-* 2VH-'^ and 1+*"^  2^A'^ for -"-^ S^m n u c l e u s . 
The p resen t work faces the l e a s t h a r r i e r s and i s h indered 
only a t U- -* 2 A r a t i o for ^ '-^^ Sm n u c l e i . 
+ + + On comparing the c a l c u l a t e d v a l u e s , we find t h a t 2 -+2 A , 
3 -^ 2 A , ^ -* 2 A va lues fol lowing method (d) a re b e t t e r 
+ ^ + + ^  + + + + 
t h a n those of Kumar 's . The 2 - * 2 , 2 ' ^ U - , H - ' + 2 A values 
a r e b e t t e r i n column (D) t h a n the va lues l i s t e d i n column (A) , 
1 Co 
Toyama desc r ibed we l l few r a t i o s for -^ Sm nucleus but he was 
1^0 
s i l e n t on ^ Sm. I t appears from h i s work t h a t i t i s l im i t ed 
t o lower va lues of ^ only and p r e d i c t s almost a cons tan t va lue 
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for 2 -* 2 /O r a t i o for a l l well deformed nuc le i . 
This i s however important t o note t ha t the experimental 
4. + , + I'^if 
values of r a t i o 3 -»• 2 A for •" Sm nucleus i s reported t o 
he l.if and 0.95 i n references 21 and 23 respect ive ly which 
i s much lower than the value 2 .5 reported i n reference 3 . 
The former value reduces the hinderence factor from 6 t o 
3 . 5 / 2 . 5 . I t i s well known that the comparison of the 
t h e o r e t i c a l and experimental electromagnetic propert ies 
presents a much more severe t e s t of a theory than does the 
comparison of the energy l e v e l s . When the electromagnetic 
t r an s i t i ons get weaker, the per t inent experimental data are 
normally supplied i n the form of branching r a t i o s . Therefore, 
the comparison of the t heo re t i ca l branching r a t i o s with 
experimental ones offers a s t i l l more s t r ingent t e s t of the 
theory . I t begins t o t e s t the v a l i d i t y of the predic t ion of 
ra ther small components of the wave funct ions. One i s puzzled 
t o see Tamura*s predic t ion devait ing by more than a factor of 
+ ' + A + 1*5 ^ -
150 for the branching r a t i o 2 ->• 2 /M- for '^ Sm nucleus, while 
the remarkable success has been achieved throughout i n the 
present work within a factor of 2 only. 
The reason for the oijly discrepancy remained i n our work 
i n respect of if -* 2 A r a t i o for '^ Sm nucleus may be due t o 
neglegience of s l i gh t gamma dependence of E2 and B(E2: 2 -»• 0 ) 
i n DF model i n view of uncer ta in t ies involved i n empirical 17) 
ru l e of Grodzins. 
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E2'*' X B(E2: 2^-^ (^) ~(2.5 t^^ ^ lO'^Z^ A ' ! MeV (e^.b'^)] 
from which equation (K.h) i s der ived. Again -^ -+2 A 
value changes abruptly a t Y =2 0 i n ARM. 
^ • 3 ( G ) Branching Ratios : 
Various t heo re t i ca l predict ions of BCE2) branching 
r a t i o s viz 2"*"-* ^fl"-^ o"^ , 2"*"-* 2"^ /2"^ '+ 0 , 2 - + "^f^-^ o"^ , 
2"^^ 2^/0"^, 2"**'^  2"^/^"^, 3" -^^  S'^ A"^  and "^-^ 2"^A^ are plot ted 
I C Q 1^2 1^1^ for ' ' ^ Sm nuclei alongwith t h e i r experimental values 
i n Figures h,\ and ^ . 5 . In these figures E represent 
exper imenta l r e su l t s while T and K are calculat ions of 
Tamura et a P and Kumar r e su l t s r e spec t ive ly . Our r e su l t s 
are shown by curves D. The decreasing trend in experimental 
+ ' + + + 
values of 2 -• 0 /2 -^ - 0 against neutron number N does not 
coincide with that of Kumar's ard Taraura's va lues . Tamura's 
trend i s i n opposite d i r e c t i o n with tha t of experimental i n 
describing 2 - ^ 2 / 0 r a t i o .Po r 2 -+ 2 A r a t i o Kumar's and 
Tamura's values are again i n cont rad ic t ion with experimental 
t r e n d . For 3 -»• 2 A , Tamura's r e su l t s are s l i g h t l y be t t e r 
but i n ^ -*• 2 A r a t i o he f a i l s misearably i n both qua l i ty 
and quant i ty . As compared with the other r e su l t s our r e s u l t s 
are more closer to the experimental r e s u l t s . 
Values of J calculated using various method are tabulated 
i n t ab le ^ . 1 . Our values are shown i n column (D) and are 
152 
s l i g h t l y larger than DF values shown i n column (A) i n Sm 
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Fig. 4.5 A plot of B(E2) branching ratio ( a) Z*'-* 27o+,(b)2*U>2'V^+, 
(c) 3-^-2^/4+ and (d) 4-^'-*2+/4+of Samarium nuclei as 
a function of neutron number. 
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r o t a t i o n i n t e r a c t i o n c o r r e c t i o n and a c e n t r i f u g a l s t r e t -
ching c o r r e c t i o n . They a re of much importance i n DF 
c a l c u l a t i o n s wi th the analogy of molecular s p e c t r a where 
t h e s e c o r r e c t i o n s have t h e form - h i ( I+ l ) i n the e x p r e s s i o n 
of r o t a t i o n a l e x c i t a t i o n ene rg ies and "become more and more 
impor tan t as the e q u i l i b r i u m deformat ion d e c r e a s e s , Hence 
y i s s u b j e c t t o c o r r e c t i o n of 1° or 2 ° i f i t i s c a l c u l a t e d 
from t h e method (a) . In order t o have modified Y , Varshni 
e t a l , put forward the method ( b ) . The method (b) f a i l e d 
1^0 
misearab ly as i t excludes t r a n s i t i o n a l nucleus -^  Sm t o 
obey DF d i s c i p l i n e and gives much higher values of Y for 
•^  Sm. On the other hard Meyertervehn (method c) probably 
t r i e d t o reducec Y for nuc l e i having y > 2 0 ° , but he could 
do so i n the case of ^ Sm t o such an ex t en t t h a t worsened 
t h e agreement between t h e o r e t i c a l and exper imenta l B(E2) 
+ ' + , +' 
va lues and descr ibed 2 , 3 and H- l e v e l s anomalously. 
In the case of t r a n s i t i o n a l nucleus -^  Sm, t h e va lue 
of Y i n column (D) i s very c l o s e t o the DF value (column A), 
11+8 
whi le i n Sm our va lue i s much lower . The r e a s o n for 
TILQ 
t h i s d i sc repancy i n Sm can be d i scussed i n the l i g h t of 
nuc lea r coupling scheme, which sugges ts t h a t near c losed 
s h e l l , t h e r e i s predominently a p a i r i n g e f f e c t , whereas 
away from closed s h e l l , s imple quadrupole type of i n t e r -
a c t i o n predomina tes . In t h e t r a n s i t i o n r e g i o n both 
quadrupole and p a i r i n g e f f e c t s c o n t r i b u t e , depending l a r g e l y 
on the number of p a r t i c l e s o u t s i d e t h e c losed s h e l l s . 
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Sm (M = 82) is a magic nucleiis. The first few nuclear 
levels display the characteristic of a stiff spherical 
1?2 
nucleus which is relatively hard to be excited. Sm 
and ^ Sm give low energy levels characteristic of highly 
deformed nuclei, whose excitations seem collective in 
nature. Since the transition probahility depenis primarily 
on the deformation of the nucleus and the moment of inertia 
is sensitive to both the deformation and the pairing inter-
action, probably i t is the reason that method (d) could not 
give even an approximate value of non-axiality parameter / 
1^ 8 in the case of Sm, which is also called a vibrational 
nucleus ( ipA^^ l^ = H.07) . 
Although there is no convincing theoretical reason 
against non-axially symmetric nuclei in the region with / 
about 20° or so '^  but even for lesser value of "/ , the 
+/ + 152 l5h 
2 state lies very high with respect to 2 state in * -^  Sm 
nuclei ( Fig. ^.6) and this too supports the tri-axial 
natiire of the nuclei. Fig. h,7 shows a linear trend 
between our "/ani Q^  values for •'•^ '^•'•^ '^•^ ^^ Sm nuclei. It 
is interesting to note that in the cases where, nuclei can 
no longer be considered deformed in the original sense used 
by Bohr and Mottelson ( i . e . when "/> 2^ ), the simple linear 
relationship ends (Fig. M-.7) . In these cases the nuclear 
coupling scheme would no longer involve a simple one 
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FiQ 4.6 The energy level diagram of the low-Wing ground 
^ state and gamma vibrational levels of the even 
isotopes of samarium. 
8 10 12 14 16 18 20 22 24 26 
Fig.4.7 Plot of model dependent e^Q^/16A (e^b^) versus r 
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competition between the quadrupole coupling and the 
pair ing cor re la t ion , and the nuclei' become pseudo-spherical 
( i . e . (5 = 0) . 
1^8 Upholding the same nuclear coupling scheme for Sm 
nucleus which yields / = .d2 .k° a t e q^'^/ierr = 0.1^7 (e .b ) 
from the l inear r e l a t ionsh ip (Fig. ^.7)» we see tha t t h i s 
value of V is about one degree less than the "/ calculated 
from method (a) . The t heo re t i c a l Qg values expressed i n 
(e.b) uni ts for the four isotopes ' ' ' Sm are 
-0.556, -0.918, -1.62 and -I .92 which agree with t he i r 
respect ive experimental values -^  - 0.73(38), -1 .22(22) , 
-1 .8 (6) and - 2 . 1 ^ (10) wi thin the experimental e r r o r s . 
This fact supports the view point that Sm seems to be 
c l a s s i f i ed as t r a n s i t i o n a l ra ther than i t s t r a d i t i o n a l 
c l a s s i f i c a t i o n as a v ib ra t iona l nucleus. 
n 
Our calculat ions le^ d support to the t r i a x i a l nature 
of ^^*^'^^^»^^^Sm nuclei . In the range 2 0°<y< 30° the 
I'^ O present work c lea r ly indica tes tha t ^ Sm i s t r a n s i t i o n a l 
nucleus and has ra ther s table t r i - a x l a l shape i n con t rad i -
c t i on to the expectation of very soft f luctuat ing shape 
based on the co l lec t ive po ten t ia l c a l cu l a t i ons . 
Known B(£2) values , branching r a t i o s and exc i t a t ion 
energies i n respect of Samarium isotopes have been excel lent ly 
explained using / determined from method (d) , which are 
s l i g h t l y modified than those of usual values of Y (method a ) . 
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2 2 Rig id r o t o r model e s t ima tes i n the -units of (e .b ) of 
var ious unknown i n d i v i d u a l t r a n s i t i o n s and iDranchlng 
1 kg I'T'O 1*5 2 I'^h-
r a t i o s i n r e s p e c t of "^  ' ' "^  ' "^  ' '^  Sm nuc le i a re g iven 
i n Table h.5. The p r e d i c t e d meanlives a r e I n Table U-.6. 
hr,h- Conclusion 
Extensive c a l c u l a t i o n s of low-lying r o t a t i o n a l band 
and gamma v i b r a t i o n a l band energy l e v e l s , B(E2) values 
lV8 I'^ O l'^2 V^h 
and branching r a t i o s f ro ' '^  ' -^  * '^  Sm nuc le i employing 
r i g i d r o t o r model w i th a,new technique of determining Y 
/• ViQ) Vi2. V^h 
have been done. The non-axial i ty parameter 7 for '^  ' -^  ' ^ Sm 
nuclei varies l inea r ly with the model dependent i n t r i n s i c 
quadrupole moment Q . This l inear r e l a t ionsh ip r ec t i f i ed 
the usual values of Y (method a) by enhancing i t a few 
degrees at about •/'~ l5° and reducing a few degrees at 
2 0° < Y< 30° which has been a necessity and stimulated 
Varshni et a l . , Meyertervehn ' t o adopt other methods 
of evaluating Y" . The Y thus obtained not only removes 
the problem of anomalous descr ip t ion of gamma band energy 
levels but a lso excel len t ly explains the individual B(E2) 
values and B(E2) branching r a t i o s wi thin a factor of 2 . 
Analysing Tamura's r e su l t s i n respect of energy spectra 
of gamma v ib ra t iona l band for a l l the Samarium isotopes. 
and the branching r a t i o s where almost everywhere the theory 
f a i l s misearably, one i s forced to conclude that the physical 
or ig in of the quadrupole and octupole co l l ec t ive motions 
TABLE - h,5 
2 2 Rig id Rotor Model e s t imates i n the u n i t s of e .b of va r ious 
unknown i n d i v i d u a l T r a n s i t i o n s and Branching Rat ios i n r e s p e c t 
Of l ' ' « , 150,152,15^3^ ^ „ ^ , , , _ 
T r a n s i t i o n 
2 "* h 
2^^-*2W 
2 ^ / - . lfV2-^ 
3 " - ^ ^ 
3 ^ - ^ 2 ^ 
3 ^ - 2V2^' 
h"-'-. M-V2^  
^ ^ ^ 3 ^ 2 ^ ' 
6 -• H-
^ -^ 2 / 2 
3 - * 2 ^ 
3 ^ - 2 ^ ' 
1 . ^ -2 -^ ' 















































i f ' ' ' -*2 '^ ' 0.067 (3) 0.135 (h) 0.375 (1) 0.538(25) 
k'^'-^3^ 0.105 (h) 0.269 (1) 0 .81 (2) 1.199(55) 
h'^^-^h'^ 0,0^6 (2) 0.088 (2) 0.107 (2) 0.058 (3) 
6 ^ ^ 0.001+7 (2) 0.0136 (h) 0.022 0.0072 
8 -* 6 • 
10^ -* 8"*" 
12"^ -* 10"^ 
lif"" -* 12' ' 
16"^ -* lif"*" 
+ + 
18 -* 16 
0 .228 


























Etopir ieal e s t i m a t e s are obta ined us ing e m p i r i c a l r e l a t i o n 
and the modified form of f igi i res drawn i n r e f e r e n c e 2 6 . 
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TABLE - ^-.6 
Predicted meanLives for excited rotational levels of 
150,152,15^0 1^ 4 























can not be d i f fe ren t from one another, as assumed i n 
his theory . At the same time present work indicates 
150 1.52 t ha t ' Sm, the so called t r a n s i t i o n a l nuclei have 
t r i - a x i a l shapes which are more s tab le than expected from 
t h e o r e t i c a l po ten t i a l energy surfaces and thus lersis new 
support t o the old Davydov-Filippov model. Quantitative 
agreement with experimental values indicates tha t the 
effect of [5- and / - f l u c t u a t i o n s i n the range 2 0° < / < 3 0° 
which leads t o an overal l compression of the energy spectrum 
and affects t r a n s i t i o n p robab i l i t i e s has been accounted 
as a modification i n the value of V i n the l inear behaviour 
shown i n Fig.^-,6. 
I t i s inferred tha t the mass number A and charge Z 
a lso play an important ro le i n assigning shape to the 
nucleus i n terms of the asymmetric parameter y , Our 
+ + 
calcula t ions assign 10 and 12 spins t o known levels 
1.338 MeV and 1.81? MeV i n case of ""-^  Sm nucleus and 
12"^  spin for 2.158 MeV observed energy leve l i n "'•^ S^m 
nucleus. 
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G H A P T E R - V 
PliOBABLEI MEANLIViiB M ROTATIONAL LEVEI^ 
5 . 1 I n t r o d u c t i o n : 
The measurement of B(E2) v a l u e s , meanlives and 
ene rg i e s of exc i t ed s t a t e s i n n u c l e i a re most a c t i v e a reas 
of nuc lea r s t r u c t u r e p h y s i c s . In the l a s t few years i t 
has been a major r e s e a r c h p o i n t , i n developing new 
exper imenta l t e c h n i q u e s , which can provide d a t a g iv ing 
unique and v i t a l in fo rmat ion thus p lay ing a major r o l e 
i n our unders tanding of nuc lear s t r u c t u r e . A knowledge 
of approximate values of meanlives i s of g rea t importance 
t o the e x p e r i m e n t a l i s t s . There has a l s o been a r e v i v a l 
of i n t e r e s t i n the Asymmetric Rotor Model (ARM) r e c e n t l y . -^  
The r e a s o n for t h i s i n c r e a s e of a t t e n t i o n i s , p a r t l y , the 
e x p e c t a t i o n t h a t i t may provide a r ea sonab l e phenomenolo-
g i c a l d e s c r i p t i o n of a nucleus i n some domain of h igh 
angular momentum , I . 
11) The s t r i k i n g success of e m p i r i c a l r e l a t i o n compared 
wi th the o the r e x i s t i n g approaches i n d e s c r i b i n g the B(E2) 
va lues of gamma-ray cascades has c o n t r a d i c t e d the a x i a l 
2) 
symmetry i n the nucleus a t lower sp in s . The assumption 
of r i g i d t r i - a x i a l shape w i th f ixed shape parameter p and Y 
can be cons idered as an approximat ion t o the a c t u a l nuc lea r 
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wave functions and th i s has been proved to be very useful 
and i s w611 supported by new da ta , most of them obtained 
from heavy ion experiments during the l a s t decade. The 
r i g id nucleus begins to acquire some freedom at angular 
momentum 1 = 6 and consequently obeys Davydov-Rostovsky's 
(DR) model. This brings B(E2)„„ values of gamma-ray 
cascades close to the systematic trend when plot ted against 
the non-axia l i ty parameter ^ . This s ign i f i can t change 
i s useful i n determining nuclear shape. These systematics 
are of immense importance to exper imenta l i s t s , since by 
using them one can predict the meanlives of r o t a t i o n a l 
l e v e l s , absolute B(E2) values of gamma-ray cascades and 
beta band head energies . A large number of nuclei i n the 
range 15 < Y< 25° and belonging to medium mass region have 
been considered, which r e f l e c t the systematics of ARM. 
I t i s a remarkable point here tha t i n t h i s region there i s 
no sound theo re t i ca l argument against the t r i - a x i a l shape 
of the nucleus. 
Ear l ie r work -^ ~ '^  i s l imited to the nuclear region 
which has small Y values and for small number of t r a n s i -
t i o n a l nuclei i n the r a r e ear th and ac t in ide regions . 
In those cases the cha rac t e r i s t i c proper t ies of ARM were 
not re f lec ted on the sys temat ics . We have used the ^ M 
dependent Q , interms of eas i ly observable t r a n s i t i o n 
p robab i l i t i e s B(E2: I^ -*- I ^ ) , given by 
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^Q^^ = I67r C B ( E 2 : 2^-^ 0'^)+B(E2: 2 ^ ^ O"^ )] [ 5 . 1 ] 
t o keep cons i s t ency i n the t h e o r e t i c a l p r e d i c t i o n s . 
Using t h i s model dependent Q we have p r e d i c t e d 
a b s o l u t e B(E2) v a l u e s , meanlives of exc i t ed r o t a t i o n a l 
+ + l e v e l s upto 12 -+ 10 t r a n s i t i o n s and be ta band head 
ene rg i e s EO . 
5 .2 Method of C a l c u l a t i o n : 
E l e c t r i c quadrupole t r a n s i t i o n p r o b a b i l i t i e s for 
t r a n s i t i o n s i n s i d e the ground r o t a t i o n a l band between two 
s t a t e s of s p i n I and l ' a re desc r ibed by the fol lowing 
e m p i r i c a l formula 
B(E2: I-* l!)enip= " ^ ( 2 I 0 0 l l ' 0 ) ^ 1 + : ] [ 5 . 2 ] 
3 2^ [9 -8S in2 (3Y) ]^ / ^ 
where ( 2 I 0 0 | l ' 0 ) a re Clebsch-Gordan Coe f f i c i en t s i n the 
n o t a t i o n (2Jmm'| J ' m ' ) . 
For t r a n s i t i o n s between two s t a t e s of ground r o t a t i o n a l 
band, the Clebsch-Gordan Coe f f i c i en t s have the form 
, P 3 ( I+ l ) (1+2) (2iooii 'o)^ = [5.3] 
2 (21+3) C2I+5) 
i n decay or d e - e x c i t a t i o n from I+2->- I . 
Hence 
5e^Q^ 3 ( I+ l ) (1+2) 
B(£2: I+2-> I) = 2 X x 
^^ 327r 2 (21+3) (21+5) 
- 3 - 2 S i n ^ ( 3 - / ) 
{ i + } [5M 
[9 - 8Sin^(3Y )]^'^^ 
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+ + 
For 2 -* 0 t r a n s i t i o n i n the r o t a t i o n a l band 
+ + ® Qn c 3 - 2 S i n ^ ( 3 / ) 
B(E2: 2 -> 0 ) ^ ^ = 2_ { i + ^ . ~ ] [5 .51 
= B(Ji;2: 2"^ -^  0"^)^p, [ 5 . 6 ] 
Also 
+ + 10 ^ % < 3 - 2Sin^(3Y) . ^^ ^ 
®"^ ^ 327r [9 - 8Sin2(3lO]-^/^ 
S imi la r express ions for empi r i ca l t r a n s i t i o n p r o b a b i -
+ + 
l i t i e s can be der ived from equa t ion (5 .^ ) for 6 ->• ^ , 
8 -* 6 , 10-^ ,8 and 12 -+ 10 t r a n s i t i o n s i n s i d e the ground 
r o t a t i o n a l band, 
B(J32) va lues for the t r a n s i t i o n s considered i n t h e 
emp 
p r e s e n t work have been c a l c u l a t e d by the above e q u a t i o n s , 
us ing model dependent i n t r i n s i c quadrupole moment Q^. 
B(E2) va lues have been c a l c u l a t e d from the mean-
exp 19) l i v e s us ing the r e l a t i o n 
0.0812 
B(E2: I+2-* I ) ^ ^ ^ = ' [ 5 . 8 ] 
E? (1 + a j ) t 
where Ey , the e x c i t a t i o n energy i n MeV, X > the meanlife 
of the exc i t ed s t a t e i n peco seconds and am, t h e t o t a l 
i n t e r n a l convers ion c o e f f i c i e n t s have been c a l c u l a t e d from 
95 
2 0) Table of Isotopes ' . 
B(E2)„j, values for these t r a n s i t i o n s have been 
l i f ) 
calculated by using the r e l a t i o n 
B(E2:M)^j^ = - ^ — 2 ( 2 I 0 0 i l ' 0 ) ^ ( l - ^) (1 g)^ [5 .9] 
1671 3q 
+ f +1 
E2 EO where s = — r and 
E2 E2 
+ + ' + ' + 
E2 , E2 and EO are the energies of f i r s t 2 excited s t a t e , 
+ + 
second 2 excited s t a t e and f i r s t 0 excited s t a t e s 
respec t ive ly and have been taken from Table of S'akai and 
T. ^ 2 1 ) 
Rester ^ , 
5.2(a) Probable B(E2) Values and Meanlives ; 
Table 5 .1 i l l u s t r a t e s the comparison of B(E2)g , 
B(E2) and B(E2)Q„ values for a number of even-even nuclei 
i n ^ -* 2"*", 6"^ -* k^f 8^ -+ 6" ,^ VO^-^ Q*' and 12"^ -^  lo"^ t r a n s i t i o n s . 
Using empirical r e l a t ions as discussed i n sec t ion 5.2 and 
model dependent U , B(E2)^_^ values were estimated for a 
•^  ^ o e mp 
large number of cases . The B(E2) values were a lso 
estimated using experimental values of meanlives, Ey and 
am. In figiires 5.1 to 5 .6 , we have p lo t ted the r a t i o 
^emp " •^^^'^^exp'^^^-^^emp versus Y , which was calculated 
22) by most widely used method . In the same figures we have 
a lso p lo t ted the r a t i o Yj^-^ = B(^)exT)'^ ®*-^^^DR * ^^l^ation 
(5 .9) is used t o calculated the B(E2)j^j^ values for the t r a n s i -
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I t i s clear from these figures tha t the r a t i o F^^^ 
i s very close to unity and thus empirical B(E2) values 
may be used for the pred ic t ion of meanlives for those 
t r a n s i t i o n s where neither the experimental B(E2) values 
nor the meanlives are known. These predicted values of-
meanlives are displayed in Table 5 .2 . In Tables 5.1 and 
5.2 there are some cases for which E2 level i s not 
experimentally known, the Y values are given i n brackets , 
To determine Y values for such cases a systematic between 
AE2 and Y was plot ted (Fig. ^,7) for a large number of 
nuclei for which Y can be calculated using knovm values of 
E2 and E2, Using th i s systematic -^  (Fig .5.7) approximate 
values of / were calculated for those nuclei i n which 
+ / + 
JE2 are not known but E2 are known. 
5 .2 (b) Beta Band Head Energy: 
A remarkable systematic trend observed in F-j^ r^  using 
Davydov-Rostovsky model calculat ions for I > H- (Fig .5.2 
to Fig .5.6) has inspired us to reveal the unknown beta 
band head energies . For those nuclei whose 2 levels are 
not knovm, we have calculated approximate values of V 
as explained i n previous sec t ion . Using these values of 
B(E2: I+2-* I)j-j„ were obtained from the Figs .5 .1 to 5 .6 , 
i n these nuc le i . Now using equation (5.9) and these 
B(E2: I+2-* Dj^^f the values of B (E2 : 2"^ -* ^^^DR ^®^® 
evaluated for d i f fe ren t t r a n s i t i o n s . These values are 
105 
TABLE - 5 . 2 
Probable va lues of Meanlives of R o t a t i o n a l Levels and B(E2)s 
of Gamma-Ray Gascajies. 
Nucleus 
1 0 2 M Mo 
l % o 
l « M o 
9V 
l°%u 
• ' • '^Eu 
I ^ S R U 
ll°Ru 
T r a n s i t i o n 
6 -* M-
8^-^ 6"^  
^"^2" 
6 -* If 
l . ^ -*2^ 
e-^-i.-*-
/ •+ V + 
8'*"-*6"^ 
4- + 
10 -^ 8 
6 -* 4-
8 ^ ^ 6^ 
10"^-» 8^ 
6 -»• H-
1 . ^ -2^ 
l . * - 2 ^ 
6 -* *+ 
8 ^ - 6 ^ 
r 
(degree^ 
1 8 . 5 
l lf .O 
(13 .3) 
2 7 . 0 
2lf .5 
25.5 
2 2 . 5 

























2 . 0 7 7 7 
3 . 0 6 2 9 
^ . 0 8 6 
1.875 
















o. igi f 
0.229 
0 . 1 8 0 
0.2 if 7 
0.279 
0.269 
0 . 3 0 
0 .357 
Gontd 
Mean l i f e 
T 
( p . s e c . ) 
if . 2 5 
1 .71 
h2,77 










1 9 . ^ ^ 
2 2 . 3 7 
if . 28 
1 .287 
106 
" 2 E U 
l - U i p j 
106 p ^ 
108p^ 
l l O p ^ 




l ^ ^ c d 
^l^Gd 
1 2 0 , ^ 
h^'*2^ 
6 -* M-
S""-^  6"" ^ 
10^-* 8^ 
6 -+ H-
8 - ^ - 6 * 
lo"*"-* 8"^  
6 -* i+ 
+ + 
8 -* 6 
6 -* If 
6 - ^ - 1 . ^ 
)+-^-2^ 
6 -* M-
H- -* 2 
6 -* 4-
8 -• 6 
l ,^ -*2^ 
6^-.!+^ 
8'*''*6^ 
+ + 10 -^ 8 
6 -* 4-
8"^ -* 6"^  
6^-if-*-
^^-^2" 
(16 .7 ) 
2 3 . 0 
2 5 . 0 
2 6 . 5 
2 7 . 0 
2 7 . 0 
( 2 1 . 6 ) 
i2h.5) 
2h,5 
2 6 . 0 
2 7 . 0 
2 5 . 5 















2 . 1 1 1 2 
3 . 0 1 2 9 
3 .9926 
2.2U95 
3 . 2 2 0 7 
^ . 0 2 3 








3 . 7 3 ^ 
1.5U25 
2.If79 8 
3 . 2 7 5 
3 . 6 1 
2 . 1 6 7 
2 . 8 8 0 1 


























C o n t d . 
2 2 . 8 8 
X m^t^ 







l . ¥ f 
2 . 0 2 
2 1 . 7 5 
5.99 
1 0 . 7 1 
0.^ -146 




















8 -* 6 
lo"^-* 8"^  
6 -* 4 
8^-6" 
+ + 
+ + 8 - ^ 6 
10^-* 8"*" 
If*-. 2^ 
6*- . If* 
8^-6* 




10 -* 8 
If*-. 2 * 
6 •". M-
8 -*• 6 





1.7751- 0.223 If.18 
2.653 0.259 0.605 
26.2 0.1359 1.750 0.258 5 .27 
2.669 0.301+ O.ifl 
3 .29 0.232 3 . 8 
23 .5 0.189 1.3972 o.33if 3 . 1 1 
2.0996 0.391 1.22 
2 .871 0.315 0.9if 
2U-.0 0.229 2 . 2 1 8 ^ 0.^82 0.71 
3.CB6 0.382 0.58 
2 5 . 0 0.18 0,8787 0.266 7 .71 
1.5^82 0.329 1.8if 
2 .3307 0.391 0.71 
2 6 . 0 0.155+ 0.9ifl6, 0.23^- 6.72 
I.63U6 0.290 1.76 
2.H-335 o.3if3 0.72 
3 .315 0.26 0.59 
26 .5 0.137 1.0327 0.209 5M 
1.737 0.262 1.78 
2.513 0.308 0.9U-
2if.O 0.272 0.9017 0.359 h,75 
1.5928 0,hhh 1.16 
2.396 0.522 0.if7 





« 8 B a 






I ' ^ M 
•'•'*®Nd 
i5Sd 




+ + 1 0 % 8 
h^-^2'-
6%lf^ 
k -^ 2 
6 -* h 
8 -* 6 
+ + 10 -* 8 
8"^ -* 6"^  
l f % 2 ^ 
l.%2-*-
6 -* H-
l f % 2 ^ 
6 -^ h 
h^-^2* 
6*-. It* 
8 -*• 6 
U-'^ -a^  
U-%2'^ 
6 --»• 1+ 
)+ ^ 2 
6 -^  ^ -
s'-^e-^ 
2 6 . 0 
« 
3 0 . 0 
3 0 . 0 
2l f .5 
25.5 
2 5 . 0 
2 1 . 5 
(15.5) 
( 1 1 . 5 ) 
( 2 1 . 5 ) 
1 9 . 5 





0 . 2 1 ^ 









2 . 7 9 6 
3 . 1 1 5 
1.866 
2 . 2 063 
1.8987 
2 . 0 9 0 7 
2 . 3 2 6 8 
3.15^5 








0 . 9 8 5 1 
1.01+3^ 































2 . 9 2 
0 .887 
0.53 
1 0 6 . 1 
O.i+7 






9 . 3 1 
2 8 . 8 5 
8.5 
6 9 . 0 
1 7 . 1 
1 3 6 . 8 




2 . 2 8 
3 5 2 . 1 
5 3 . 8 6 
12 .6 
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8"^ -^  6"^  
+ + 10 -+ 8 
6 -+ 4-
+ + 
8 - * 6 
10^-* 8"^  
12 •'•-^  10"^ 
12^-* 10"^ 
M- -* 2 
6^- l . -^ 
8 ^ 6 ^ 
+ + 10 -> 8 




8 ^ - 6 * 
l^*-»2* 
6 -* 1+ 
8 ' ' - 6 " ' 
+ + 10 -^ 8 
12"^-^ 10"^ 
6 -* M-
8 - ^ 6 
10^-* 8"^  
2 3 . 7 
( 2 0 . 5 ) 
1 3 . 0 
2 1 . 5 
1 0 . 5 
1 1 . 0 
15.5 









I . 9 0 6 I 
2.5'+53 


















































3 . 8 9 
5 .2 0 
2 . 7 6 
2 . 2 3 
2 . 2 8 
1.79 
1 2 . 5 
5 . 1 7 
2 . 8 3 
2.i+3 
2 . 1 9 
3 2 . 7 
2 7 2 . 8 






















8 -^ 6 
+ + 
10 -* 8 
+ + 12 -^ 10 
+ + 12 -^ 10 
k -^ 2 
6 -* M-




+ + 10 -• 8 




8 - ^ 6 
+ + 10 -* 8 
+ + 12 -* 10 
l + + ^ 2 ^ 
6 -* M-
I f -^ -2^ 
5 -^ If 
8"^ -+6"*" 
+ + 10 -* 8 
+ + 12 -^ 10 
2 3 . 5 
1 5 . 0 
13 .3 
1 3 . 0 
1 2 . 0 
1 1 . 5 
1 7 . 0 
1 1 . 8 
1 0 . 8 
1 2 . 0 
0.33 











3 . 3 1 5 


















































1 3 . 0 
3 . 2 
If .72 
2 3 . 5 ^ 




2 0 . 7 7 
5 .19 
2 . 2 0 
1.37 
1 6 3 . 8 






I l l 
17%, 
176 j | | . 
178jjj, 
ISOjjj 
1 8 ! ^ 
18£^f 
l . ^ - . 2 ^ 
6 '-* M-
8^-^ 6*^  




0 + /J + 8 -* 6 
+ + 10 -* 8 
+ + 
12 -* 10 
k'^2'' 
6 -> 1+ 
+ + 
8 - * 6 
+ + 10 -* 8 
+ + 
12 -* 10 
6 -* M-
+ + 




lo"**-*- 8-^  
12-*"'* lO"^ 
0+ A 8 -* 6 











l . i f856 




























2 . 0 8 9 
2 . 1 8 2 
















Gon td , 
125 .99 
2 0 . 5 5 














2 . 8 8 
1 9 . 2 8 
12 .13 
2 . 9 1 
1.378 
1 .01 













l t -^ -2 - ' 
e*-!.* 
0 + /-••• 
8 - ^ 6 
+ + 
10 -* 8 
12^-* 10"^ 
6 -+ 4 
8 - ^ 6 
10 -* 8 
+ + 12 -* 10 
+ + 8 - ^ 6 




8 - * 6 
4. 4. 
10 -^ 8 
Q^-^e^ 
+ + 
8 - ^ 6 
H- -*• 2 
+ + 8 - * 6 
+ + 10 -* 8 
+ + 12 -• 10 
M- -* 2 
6 -+ 4-
+ + 
8 - ^ 6 
1^.8 
1^.0 
1 6 . 5 
1 9 . 0 
2 2 . 0 
25.5 
19.5 













2 . 3 ^ 5 
0 . 7 7 ^ 1 
I .27U9 
1 .870 
2 . 5 ^ 
1 . ^ 0 9 
2 . 0 6 9 
2 . 7 8 2 
0 .9398 
1.51^7 




0 . 7 9 8 1 
1 .2310 
1.7071+ 


































1 0 . 8 0 











3 1 . 9 8 
7 .69 
2 . 7 3 
1.89 
1.79 
3 1 . 6 6 
7 .78 




2 2 8 j ^ 




10 -* 8 
la"^-* lo"^ 
if -* 2 
6 -* M-
8^-16^ 
10"^-^ 8"^  
+ + 
12 -* 10 
l . ^ - . 2 ^ 
6 -* 4 
+ 4-
8 "* 6 
-4: + 
10 ^ 8 




l . ^ - . 2 ^ 
6 -* H-
8 ^ 6 
lO"^-* 8"^  
12'^'* 10"^ 
lf"^-*2'' 
6 -*• if 
8 - * 6 
4- 4-
10 -• 8 






















2 . 3 3 5 
0.6706 
1 . 1 8 ^ 
1.7823 
2.if38 












0 .8 05 
1.112 
o.l if33 

















2 . 2 8 5 
2 . 7 3 5 
2 . 7 6 
2 . 7 5 7 
3 . 3 0 7 
3 . 5 2 1 
3.21+ 
2 . 8 3 
2 .783 
3.1+0 
3 . 6 1 8 
3.358 
1.93 
' 3 . 3 3 
9 . 1 3 
2 . 2 7 
0.906 
0.76 





3 3 5 . 2 
107.9I+ 
1 1 5 . 5 5 
3 0 . 2 7 
183 .88 
9 1 . 1 5 
3 1 . 2 0 
1 5 . 7 1 
8.55 
2 7 8 . 7 0 
1 3 0 . 8 0 
h6,7 
2 0 . 8 6 









1+ -* 2 
6 -* M-
8 -* 6 
lO" -^^  8^ 
+ + 




6 -* 4 
8 ^ - 6 ^ 
10^-* 8"^  
6 -^ M-
8 ^ - 6 ^ 
10"^^ 8"^  
+ + 12 -* 10 
l f ^ - . 2 ^ 
+ + 6 -+ 1+ 
8 ' - - 6 ^ 
6 -* 4-



















0 . 5 1 ^ 
O.1V17 
O.291+3 
















^ .255 ^ 
3.972 















^ . 2 1 
^.083 
^-.86 

























































tabulated In Table 5 . 3 . The values under column a , b , c , d , 
+ + 
e are the B(E2: 2 -* 0 )rjT, values obtained from FQJ^  p lo t ted 
for 6"^ -* ^^, 8'^->6^, 10^-^ 8^, 12^-^ lO"^, 1^^-^ 12"^  t r a n s i t i o n s . 
+ + In the l a s t columnof t h i s table the mean value of B(E2:2 -»-0 )j^ -^  
are shown. Using approximate / v a l u e s obtained from 
f i g . 5*7 and DF r e l a t i o n [equat ion (2 .39 ) ] , E2 values were 
pred ic ted . These E2 values were used for the ca lcu la t ion 
+ + 
of s . Nov; using values of B (E2: 2 -+ 0 Jjy^t s , Q^  and 
supplying Glebsch-Gordan Coefficients i n equation 5.9? 
the values of q were calculated which give beta band head 
+ / 
energy BO , since 
J. / + 
EO = q E2 
These predicted values of EO are given i n Table 5 . ^ . _ 
Our r e s u l t s of EO"^  for " '^^ ^Yb, "^ ^^ Hf, ''•^ ^Hf and "^ ^^ Os 
nuclei are very close to t h e i r respect ive suspected values 
20) given i n Table of Isotopes . This agreement wi thin an 
e r ro r of 57, confirms the experimentally observed but 
+ / 
suspected levels as EO for these nuclei 
5.3 Conclusion: 
With the development of new experimental techniques, 
high energy heavy ions carry large angular momentum, which 
the compound nucleus can not get r id of by evaporation of 
neutrons. Therefore, high sp in s t a t e s r e s u l t i n the f ina l 
nucleus and the corresponding gamma-ray cascades have been 
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as coming from high spin s t a t e s have been i d e n t i f i e d . We 
not ice tha t the energy spacing between higher levels i n 
d i f fe ren t nuclei i s almost constant for the same value of 
I varying from 8 to 16, This indicates tha t the moments 
of i n e r t i a of the ro ta t ing nuclei i n these high sp in s t a t e s 
become almost the same. The centr i fugal s t re tching increases 
the deformation, pairing becomes less important and the 
nucleus behaves as a r i g id r o t o r . Retaining an almost 
spherdiidal shape, but allowing s t r e t ch ing , leaves only one 
parameter / free to describe the change i n the moment of 
i n e r t i a i n going up the band. Extremely good agreement has 
been obtained with va r i a t i on of t h i s parameter. This has 
obviously encouraged us to predic t B(E2) values, and mean-
l ives l! using one parameter dependent empirical r e l a t i o n . 
However there i s a r i sk of not get t ing r o t a t i o n a l band at 
high spin s t a t e s since i f more and more pairs were broken 
up, the wave function of higher sp in s t a t e s no longer 
resembles tha t of the ground s t a t e and the r o t a t i o n a l band 
2M 
breaks off . So far there i s no such example of r o t a t i o -
nal band break off, although the l imit predicted by 
oh.) Mottelson et a l . ^^, v i z , I = IM- to 18, has already been 
passed i n some cases . For the l igh te r nucleus such as Xe, 
t h i s l imi t l i e s at the sp in 10 or 12. 
We have compared our predict ions of B(E2) values and 
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known, and have founsi an e x c e l l e n t agreement for a l l n u c l e i 
except "^ ^ Ba, ^ Ge and ^ Ge. I t appears t h a t t he d i s -
agreement between the p r e d i c t i o n s of meanlives and t h e i r 
r e s i 
13 ^r 
p e c t i v e exper imenta l va lues for the n u c l e i -^  Ba and 
Ge, i s due t o the neu t roh d e f i c i e n c y and consequent ly 
t h e r e i s a s i g n i f i c a n t l y i n f l uence of k i n e t i c energy on the 
c o l l e c t i v e motion i n t h e " / - d i r e c t i o n .^  A s p e c i a l 
deformat ion dependence of k i n e t i c energy can a l s o p r i v i l e g e 
t h e deformat ion and make the wave func t ion l o c a l i z e around 
i t , which makes the deformat ion dynamic. This i s why the 
r i g i d r o t o r model has f a i l e d t o reproduce the exper imenta l 
f ind ings for these p a r t i c u l a r n u c l e i . The exper imenta l 
f a c t t h a t f i r s t exc i t ed 0 s t a t e (EO = 176 0 keV) i s not 
+ + 
w e l l sepe ra ted from f i r s t exc i t ed 2 s t a t e (E2 = 6 0^ keV) 
l o k 
a t h igher energ ies for -^  Ba nuc leus , a l s o suppor t s t h i s 
h) IJ+O 
view po in t . The d i sc repancy i n r e s u l t s of Ce i s due 
t o the fac t t h a t i t has neu t ron number 82 which i s magic. 
Our s tudy lends suppor t t o t h e assumption of t r i - a x i a l 
26) Ih) 
shape by Davydov and Chaban and Davydov-Rostovsky 
and confirms expe r imen ta l ly observed K^ = 0 l e v e l s w i t h 
energy of about 1 MeV as K = 0 components of t h e quadrupole 
shape o s c i l l a t i o n whi6h a re i n t e r p r e t e d as c l a s s i c a l b e t a 
27) 
v i b r a t i o n s i n c o n t r a s t t o Zawischa e t a l . who doubted the 
c o l l e c t i v e na ture of low-ly ing l e v e l s and suggested t h a t 
only h igh - ly ing K^=0 resonances a re c l a s s i c a l be t a v i b r a t i o n s 
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C H A P T E K - V I 
MEANLIFE PREDICTIONS FOR K^ = z" COLLECTIVE EXCITATIONS 
6 . 1 I n t r o d u c t i o n : 
The s tudy of abso lu te B(E2) va lues and B(E2) branching 
r a t i o s for the t r a n s i t i o n s depopula t ing 2 s t a t e of the 
1-M gamma v i b r a t i o n a l band has been done by some workers 
Their work i s l im i t ed t o smal l va lues of n o n - a x i a l i t y 
parameter y' and t o few nuc l e i i n r a r e e a r t h and a c t i n i d e 
r e g i o n s . Therefore the sys temat ics drawn by them do not 
r e f l e c t t h e c h a r a c t e r i s t i c p r o p e r t i e s of Asymmetric Rotor 
Model (ARM) . Thus the in fe rences drawn by previous workers 
can not be cons idered much r e l i a b l e . 
1") + ' + 
Augusthy e t a l . ' have c a l c u l a t e d B(E2: 2 -»• 0 ) and 
B(E2: 2 -* 2 ) va lues by employing t h e t h e o r e t i c a l deformat ion 
p a r a m e t e r ^ ' . Pu r i e t a l have favoured the Davydov-Fil ippov 
(DF) model so far as the mixing r a t i o 6 (E2/Mi mixing 
r a t i o , which provides r a t h e r a s e n s i t i v e t e s t of nuc lear 
7) 
wave func t ions) a re concerned and the Davydov-Rostovsky 
(DR) model so fa r as the B(E2) r a t i o s a r e concerned, i n 
•if 
t h e i r s tudy of t h e p r o p e r t i e s of 2 l e v e l of gamma v i b r a -
t i o n a l band i n l5Q < A < I90 r e g i o n . They observed t h a t 
exper imenta l t va lues a re much c l o s e r t o DF values t han 
ON 
to the pairing force model of Greiner ' or the coriolis 
interaction model of Bes et al.^^ . The lead of DR model 
123 
over DF model for B(E2) branching r a t i o s shown by Purl 
e t a l . has no j u s t i f i c a t i o n since they have taken non-
-1 r\\ 
a x l a l l t y parameter Y suggested by Varshnl et a l . which 
has already been c r i t i c i s e d i n Chapter IV, 
AgarwaP used the i n t r i n s i c e l e c t r i c quadrupole 
moment Q derived from experimental B(E2) values compiled 
by Stelson et a l . which are now outdated and have 
changed t o much ex ten t . Gupta e t a l . i n t he i r study of 
absolute B(E2) values and B(fi2) branching r a t i o s for the 
• I -
t r ans i t i ons depopulating 2 s t a t e of gamma v ib ra t iona l band 
and the i n t e r r o t a t i ona l band i n deformed even heavy mass 
nuc le i , confirmed that low-lying K = 2 resonances are 
c l a s s i c a l gamma v i b r a t i o n s . Their conclusion differed 
with tha t of Zawischa et a l . who doubted the co l l ec t ive 
nature of low-lying K =^ 2 resonances and indicated tha t 
only high lying K^ = 2 resonances are c l a s s i c a l gamma 
v i b r a t i o n s . In the i r study Gupta e t a l . have not considered 
deformed medium mass nuclei having large values of non-
a x i a l i t y parameter y^ . Hence conclusion drawn by them 
are not wide based. 
The medium mass nuclei were s tudied long ago by 
Tamura et a l . -^  , but due t o fas t growth i n experimental 
techniques, the r e su l t s have been revised s i g n i f i c a n t l y . 
In addi t ion many new t r ans i t i ons from 2 to 2 and from 
+' + +/ + + 
2 to 0 and branching r a t i o B(E2: 2 -»• 2 /O ) have become 
124 
known. Recent ly Kishimoto e t a l . and Weeks e t a l . 
applying Boson-expansion d e s c r i p t i o n of c o l l e c t i v e s t a t e s 
llU- 122 
i n Gd, Te and i n even i s o t o p e s of Ru and Pd t r i e d 
t o e x p l a i n p a r t i a l l y the a b s o l u t e B(E2) values and branching 
r a t i o s , 
• S ince the new da t a obta ined from heavy i o n experiments 
have suppor ted the DF model and i n d i c a t e d t h a t a l a r g e 
number of heavy mass t r a n s i t i o n a l n u c l e i have t r i - a x i a l shapes 
which are more s t a b l e t han expected frojji t h e o r e t i c a l p o t e n t i a l 
16 "i 
energy su r face c a l c u l a t i o n s of Baranger and Kumar . So 
we thought i t worthwhile t o cons ide r t h e nuc l e i cover ing 
both the medium as w e l l as t h e heavy mass r e g i o n s . The 
5") 
r e s u l t s of Gupta e t a l . have been modified by i n c l u d i n g 
a l a r g e number of medium mass n u c l e i having t h e i r / va lues 
between l5^ and 25*^. I t i s a l s o more promising t o a t tempt 
t h e Asymmetric Rotor Model (ARM) i n t h e r e g i o n w i t h / = 2 0° 
or s o , s i n c e t h e r e i s no very g e n e r a l t h e o r e t i c a l argument 
a g a i n s t ARM i n t h i s r e g i o n . I n our c a l c u l a t i o n s we have 
t a k e n ARM dependent i n t r i n s i c quadrupole moment Q^ g i v e n by 
e^Q^^ = I6rr [B(E2: 2^-^ O"^ ) + B(E2: 2'^ '> O"*")] [ 6 . 1 ] 
I n case where second p a r t of e q u a t i o n (6.1) i s not known 
only the f i r s t p a r t i s t a k e n i n t o c a l c u l a t i o n s . We have 
p r e d i c t e d meanlives of 2 s t a t e s from the p r e d i c t e d va lues 
of B(E2: 2^-^ 6^} and B(E2: 2^-^ 2" )^ which were obtained 
125 
on feeding absolute B(E2: 2 -*• 0 ) and T f for a large 
number of nuc le i . 
6.2 Method ^ Calculat ion: 
The non-axial i ty parameter Y has been computed from 
the r e l a t i o n 
E2^' 1 + [ 1 - 1 Sin^ o r ) ] ^ ^ ^ , , 
—^ = —S [6 .2] 
^ 1 - [ 1 - | Sin^ . (3 / ) ] -^^^ 
where E2 and E2 are the experimental values of the 
+ + 
energies of second 2 and f i r s t 2 excited s t a t e s . 
The reduced t r a n s i t i o n probabi l i ty estimates (DF) are 
calcula ted from following r e l a t i ons expressed i n un i t s of 
e QQ /I6u. 
+/ + 1 , 3 - 2 S in^O/ ) 
B(E2: 2 ^ 0 ) , , = 1 [ 1 — — ^ ^,^33 
[ 9 - 8 ^±rr(3r)r^ 
2 
B(E2: 2^^^ 2 ^ U ^ = ^ [ 5 
^ ^ 7 9 ^ 8 S in^O/ ) 
,+ + 1 r 3 - 2Sin^(3/) 
[6 A] 
B(E2: 2"-^ 0")j^p = j [ 1 + ] [6 .5] 
{9 - SSin^O/)]^/^ 
The reduced t r a n s i t i o n probabi l i ty estimates (DR) are 
7) 
calcula ted from the r e l a t i ons , expressed i n uni t s of 
e Q /I61T as 
[6.9] 
126 
B(E2: 2^^ 0\^ = 2 (i . 3 ) ( i _ ! L ) 2 ^6.6] 
B(EZ: 2 ^2^)j^^ = ^ (1 + ^ ) (1 - ^ ) ' ' [ 6 . 7 ] 
B ( E 2 J 2" -^* 0"^ )^ ^^ ^ = (1 - ^ ) (1 2"^^ t 6 . 8 ] 
3q 
where the parameters s and q a re expressed as 
E2 EO 
s = — ~ and q = — ~ 
E2 E2 
+ / + 
EO i s t h e energy of the f i r s t 0 e x c i t e d s t a t e or t h e be t a 
+ ' + / + 
band head energy . The va lues of EO , E2 • and E2 a re t a k e n 
from Sakai and Hester Table '^ '^  . 
The exper imenta l va lues of B(E2) have been e x t r a c t e d 
2 2 from meanlives using fol lowing r e l a t i o n s > i n u n i t s of e .b 
, , 0.0812 
B(E2: 2 -* 0 ) = — [ 6 . 1 0 ] 
E^Cl+ar;,) t 
+ 1 . 0.0812 Ix 
B ( E 2 : 2 ' ^ 0 ) = [ 6 . I I ] 
E^ ( 1+ arj,) n: 
+ / + 0.0812 I S^ , , 
B(E2: 2 - > 2 ) = ^— . [ 6 . 1 2 ] 
where X^ .^ and I a re the i n t e n s i t i e s of y - r ays i n 2 -•• 0 
and 2 -* 2 t r a n s i t i o n s and ^ i s the mixing r a t i o (E2/Mi) 
and i s expressed as 
127 
S = 8.1 X lO"-'--'- X Z^ A^/^ Ey^ [6.13] 
I^ , L j Ey , the t r a n s i t i o n energy i n MeV, nr , meanlife 
of excited s t a t e i n peoo s e c . and amj the t o t a l i n t e r n a l 
conversion coeff icients have been taken from Table of 
T O N 
Isotopes 
6.2(a) Probable B(E2) Values and Meanlives: 
Tables 6 .1 and 6.2 i l l u s t r a t e the calcula t ions of 
experimental, DR and DF values of B(E2: 2"^ -+ O"*"), B(E2: 2'*'-»-o'^ ) 
+ / H- 2 2 
and B(E2: 2 -* 2 ) expressed i n the uni ts of e .b with 
2 2 input parameter s , q and e Q /16Tr, The values of " / , for 
+ / the cases i n which 2 levels are experimentally not known, 
have been calculated using the systematic [Fig .5 .?] and 
are expressed i n b racke t s . The uncer ta in t ies i n the exper i -
mental values of B(E2) for these t r a n s i t i o n s are expressed 
i n paranthesis jus t a f te r t he i r va lues . The branching r a t i o s 
B(E2: 2"^^ 0"*')/B(E2: 2"^ -* 0^), B(E2: 2^-* 2'^)/B(E2: 2'^^ o") and 
B(E2: 2 -»• 2 /O ) are p lot ted against non-axia l i ty parameter 
/ i n F ig s . 6 .1 to 6.3 r e spec t ive ly . Fig . 6.1 and 6.2 are 
employed to predict B(E2: 2 -* 0 ) and B(E2: 2 -* 2 ) values 
+ 4-
on feeding B(E2: 2 -* 0 ) experimental values for those nuclei 
having unknown meanlives for 2 known l e v e l s . The predicted 
values of B(E2: 2 -->• 0 ) and meanlives for a large number 
of nuclei are given i n Table 6 . 3 , while predicted values of 
+• ' 4-
B(E2: 2 -* 2 ) and the respec t ive meanlives are l i s t e d i n 
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+ / + 
of X calculated from predicted values of B(E2: 2 '^ - 0 ) 
and B(E2; 2 -*• 2 ) . The input parameters are a l so given 
i n Tables 6.3 and 6.^ 4-. 
6 .3 Results 'and Discussion: 
Fig .64.1 shows tha t a t the beginning of region of 
deformation the experimental trend i s lying lov/est, DR 
trend has more devia t ion from experimental curve than DF 
t r e n d . DF trend coincides with,-experimental one at "/= 21 
with a gradual decrease i n the devia t ion while there i s no 
trend i n DR values a t the higher values of Y , 
In F ig . 6.2 a s imi lar s i t u a t i o n i s observed. DF trend 
i s i n the middle and there i s gradual decrease i n devia t ion 
from experimental one which ceases a t X- 25 . There i s 
no systematic trend i n DR values i n the range 20 < /< 30 . 
Fig .6.3 shows an excel lent agreement between DF and 
experimental va lues . This qua l i t a t i ve and quan t i t a t ive 
reproduction of experimental findings has been found for 
a l l the V -values and the mass regions of our i n t e r e s t . 
110 122 
Many typ ica l v ib ra t iona l nuclei l ike Pd, Te i n the 
region tha t brackets Z = 50 s h a l l are found t o obey DF 
d i s c i p l i n e . B(E2: 2 -* 0 ) values for Pd which was 
1^) 
too high in Weeks et a l . ca l cu la t ions , i s a l so found 
t o be reduced. B(E2: 2 -* 2 /O ) values (which are more 
s t r ingen t t e s t of a model) for 108,110p^ nuclei l i e 
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The observed fine agreement between DF theory and 
"expe'rimehtal values for a large mimher of" nuclei of known" 
meanllves for 2 levels have encouraged us to predict B(E2) 
+ • 
values and meanlives of 2 s t a t e of gamma v ibra t iona l band 
for large 2|uraber of cases [Tables 6.3 and 6 . ^ ] . 
6 ,h- Conclusion: 
+/ + + Since the branching r a t i o 2 -> 2 /O offers an s t r ingen t 
t e s t t o judge a model, the inference drawn i n present study 
lends support t o r ig id rotor model of Davydov and Filippov 
and the probable t r i - a x i a l shapes t o nuclei-^In medium as 
wel l as heavy mass reg ions . The quant i t a t ive improvement 
over Hubel e t a l . ^' analysis has further strengthened the 
concept of fixed ^- and / -pa rame te r s . I t i s a l so concluded 
tha t the assumption of r ig id shape parameters i s very useful 
approximation. The adiabat ic approximation of DF model i s 
qui te reasonable i f one i s confined to low-lying excited 
s t a t e s and t o the p robab i l i t i e s for t r ans i t i ons between 
them. The couplings between r o t a t i o n and {5-vibration due 
t o cent r i fugal forces are a lso inef fec t ive at low s p i n s . 
Therefore the assumption of r i g i d i t y with respect to change 
of the equilibrium value of parameter V , which determines 
the devia t ion of nuclear shape from ax ia l symmetry, should 
physical ly have no controversy. 
The predicted values of meanlives of 2 s t a t e s 
calcula ted from B(Ed: 2 -* 0 ) and B(E2: 2 -+ 2 ) are nearly 
J46 
same [ Tables 6,3 aiai 6 A] except i n nuclei ~'^e and 
'^ tJf, The enhanced value of t » extracted from 
B(Ei£: 2 •-*• 2 ) suggests tha t these transitiODS are not 
E2 dominated but may have M-^  component dominating i n 
them. The discrepancy observed i n our calculat ions i s 
due t o the DF values of S' , wtiich probably i s not r e f l ec t i ng 
the t rue mixing r a t i o i n respect of -^  j[e and Hf nuc l e i . 
Our predict ions of energies of 2 leve l i n ' ' Hf 
are 0.873 and I.263 MeV and are much closer to the i r 
experimentally observed but suspected values of 0.81 
and 1.2 m- i%V. 
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Cyj^ iCr OF SPIIJ 0:1 JIVJLfiAE SHAPh 
IN EVE^ -CTEfl DeFJRMQL; 11D3IJSI 
V.P.7urshney, K.K.Gupta*, A.K.C.aubey** arel D.K.Gupta 
uepartraent of Pnyslcs, S.V.CollegeCAgra Unlvers',ty)/lll£arh 
llbojiracts Ti\e BSsvi2:.ti.on of rigid crla::lal shao^ 
"vLth lixed shape paranatcrs ft am Y proves to' 
be satisfactory as an aporoxlnation to the actu-
a l nuol«».r vave functions upto l=h, flut at I i-6, 
the nucleus deserves nore freod-jn and r,lie beta 
vibrations begin to Influence the shape of the 
nucleus. 
Transition probabilities from 2* to C*" and W to .2* 
states of groiind band of even non-spherlcal nuclei using 
•Piivydov-Rostavsity model have besn recently calculated by 
Agarwal/l/. Ihiire have been discrepancy in their results 
with experintntal valjies, and they have scr.nnet" f ie nncle-
ar regions of snail Y^  values. ^ 
We are reportinc L-avj'dov et a l / 2 / calculatiJI«S for h 
•* Z* and 6*-* W-^  trs^usiti jns usin^ raodel dependent Q© cft^r 
scanning large nunber of nuclei having large values of the 
non-ajcial parameter J . OaleuLations reveal that tJR node! 
f a i l s to explain alnost a l l the mediuin mass nuclei and 
I'+SSri, 155-& and 183pt nuclei possessing ^ mor^  than 20° , 
l'4 
4 
F i « . l 
1 
il«9r=2SS5i^5-*^i » 
A systenatic in r i -
gid rotor r.od-.l va-
lues (Fig. l ) has 
been obtained, uhl-
le there Is no sj'a-
tenatic trend in he. 
codel predictions 
for h*-* 2* trans i t -
ions.Ihe sudden ap-
pearance of sys te -
natic trend of i>fi 
bodel.(FiE.2) for 
6*-* V" transition 
8Ug ;e5?ts thP begih-
• . ' r»-» Ins of a orjcess 
of shape trans i t ! -
Fig.I,B(ia, ^\2*) /Zi^,h*-^\^ ?^^\3;fsS?p?is-
aa4 B<i2l V-»2*)-__/d{lS2} h •* ing change Is obs-
-.+* . .^ . ' ^ i "»/• erved In a n'.anber 
2 )i,p are plotted against Y . ^^ ^^^lei on/near 
the trend for 6 • W* transit ion in DF and Dlt predictions. 
Til* agreentnt i s found t o be reversed In both the models. 
I t i s Infened tiifat the assumption of r igid tr laxia l 
shape with fixed ihape paroKeters ^ and f a r e an excellent 
approixlwati on t o the actual nuclear wave functions upto 
i p m h and thereafter i t beglnr to get rid of r i J Id shape 
and acquires ^ anA ^ tf^m^Owtxa? lends supiort to 
^Riysies Ocpartaent, Govt* ColUge, Siala-I 







sugsests a l l ' d i t a t 
w.ich the r i g i d i t y 
i s unacceptable. 
This observation 
d i r r e r a with l\irner 
e t a l / 5 / vie\' point-
"Ji of abrupt '-phase t r -
ans i t i on of r o t ^ t i -
. - . - . onal node from a x l -
^ , . * + al^y syicTietTlc t o 
n g . 2 s ii(ii2j &-^  V-) /B(22j 6 "• *• )D| . aaj-nnetric shape at 
and o(i!2| 6* -^*)„ /b<E2j 6* ^" ^•.n,» ^A # 
^ ' e ^ The study of 
-*'t ) .. are plot ted against y . previous worker has 
been«contradicted 
since the deformation parameter vtiich they usedis subject 
t o the follo\d.ng object ion. (1) 'xTieoretical estiujates for deformation parar.eter 
obtained by calcula t ing the binding energies of the indiv-
idual nucleus as a functflon of the nuclear>deforcation and 
rini:.iizin}i tf.e t o t a l energy have not b^en found consistent 
vfith the facts t ha t nuclear defornation increase sharply 
as one moves a'.'ay from closed she l l reg ions , r e f l ec t ing 
tiie polhrlzing effect of pa r t i c l e s outside i n sone nuclei 
possessing mass nimber around 160/W/. Also there have been 
a discrepancy between expericent and theory coniected vrlth 
a fact tha t s j lu t ion of bCS equation used are not corresp-
onding to a de f in i t e nunber -ii pur t i c les In fex-f c:^ses near 
the begining o!" a region of deformation (viz around Ef and 
"J i9otope£)A/« -ilthoiigh Agraval used ra ther^exper lnental 
values for deformation parameters but the data .are aoKr ou-
tdated end have chang<-d t o a considerable e&tent. (2) Moreover the workers, have scanned the-nuclear r e -
gions wiilcli have small Y values and l i t t l e t r a n s i t i o n a l 
nuclei In the r a re ear th and ac t ln lde reg ions . In tha t ca-
s e , the cha r ac t e r i s t i c proper t ies of asyftxietric ro tor noA-
cl i s not re f lec ted on the sysbematics. I'herefore the Inf-
rcnee drovm by above vorlcers Is not r ' - l i a b l e . This la i n -
t e res t ing t o r e fe r llcchn e t fif%l who with the use of nod-
• l dooendent metaods showed HK«t ^^|''*'^°""*S"®*^<' monents 
iavitlvins the f i r s t excited s t a t e (2 ) and in some cases 
tLe secDnd excited s t a t e (2*^ 0 d i f fe r with those ca lcu la te* 
values using pair ing plus quadrupole in t e rac t ions and oth-
ers th£it ha^ not been evident from previous measurements 
of loucr preeeslon. 
A / H..;. Agarwal, J .Phys . Goc . JpnM. 7(1978). 
/ 2 / uavj'dov et a l , . .ucl.Fhys. ^,237(1558)» 60.529(196W). 
/ 5 / iv.O. 'i'ui'ner and T . -dsh l in to , Ilucl.Phys. .xil7» 517 
(1975). « , , , . 
A / u. i i .^es and Z.S2yiDans:d,ICucl..-hys. 28,M-2{19^t) 
Z .SzynanalCl, Juc I .Fn; s . gg, 63 (196iT. 
/ ? / i-..V. Hjehn, ^ . o . Shera and LYanazaki and K.K.;:teKen 
P h : 8 . Lev. Ijetl, 22.* l - ' l ' (1977). 
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LIFiiTIM. PRrDI(7riO\'S PCf. Giil;:ii 7I5RKX1.AU.L BA{ID IH 
V.P.Varshney, K.X.Guptat A.K.Chaubey** and U.K. iJupta 
Uepartment of Physics,S.V.College (Agra Unlvers l ty) i i l tgarh 
Abs t rac t ; V'e have rjodlfied the f igures of Gupta 
e t alCyuovo Cim.iOB, 101(1980)3 and Included 
the r.ecUuin nass nuclei for which 20°< \< 50° . 
On employing asyiujuetric ro tor modtl dependent 
Qy i t i s observpd tha t t h e o r e t i c a l values of 
bCKa)^branching r a t i o s viz 2*''-* 2*/a*', 2+t^+/2 
-*a*- and 2+<+ cr^ /2+-MJ*" ooncide exce l \ en t l y v;ith 
those of experimental^one. The values of '3(.^ : 
2^-* tf*-), U(ii2 } 2^^ 2*) and mean l ives of a""' 
s t a t e have been p red ic ted , which are of much 
importance for the e x p e r i m e n t a l i s t s . 
•fiiere has been r ev iva l of i n t e r e s t / l / in the £iS\Tsnet-
t i c ro to r model r e c e n t l y , ^ilthou^h the assumption o f ' r i 5 i d 
t r i - a x i a l shapes witii fixed parameters p and V i s concern-
ed on an approximation to be ac tua l nuclear wave functions 
but t h i s has been turned out to be very u s e f u l , and i s we» 
11 supported by new da ta , most of them obt.,ined from heavy 
ions experiments during the l a s t decade. They give new su-
pport to the uavydov model and i n d i c a t e t h a t a nuinber of 
t re^^sl t i^nal nuclei ha/e t r i a j : i a l shapes vrhich are more s -
t ab le t ha t expected fron. t h e o r e t i c a l p o t e n t i a l energy s u t -
face c a l c u l a t i o n df iCumar/a/, .Xjr previous work/?/ have 
already cont radic ted Zcvischa ' s view point in gencrs'l^con-
firmed t h a t low lying 1'^ "= 2"*" resonances a re c l a s s i c a l gam-
ma v i b r a t i o n s . The qualit-~tive and q u a n t i t a t i v e reproduct-
ion of exi^erimental findings have been found i r r e spec t ive 
of the value of K and mass r eg ion , liany t y p i c a l v i b r a t i o -
nal nuclei l i k e l^^Pd, 122^:6 i n the region t h a t b racke t t s 
2=50 s h « l l are found to obey W d i s c i p l i n e . ?he anomalous 
p&ak at lOSpd while studying the mass niimber dependence of 
oi^i 2*'-* 2 ) for Fd i s o t o p e s , which has bel-n a long s t a n -
dint, problem, has bec-n brought in con t ro l i n the present 
work, ois^i 2^^ 0 ) value for ^^^m was too high in weeks 
c a l c u l a t i n g A / which a l so i s found t o be reduced, i'he gen-
e r a l iiiprovement over tiie rec-- at c a l c u l a t l ms have encour-
aged us t o p r ed i c t 3(:i:2)s and Ufet ime of 2 * ' s t a t e of- gam^ 
ma v i b r a t i o n a l band. 
The adi<\batic approximation i s , t h u s , qui te reasonab-
le i f one i s confined to \ov lying exci ted s t . t e s and the 
n r o b a b i l i t i e s for t r a n s i t i o n s between them. The v i o l a t i o n 
of thy adiojoatic condit ion during r o t a t i o n , can be due t o 
c o r l o . i s i n t e r a c t i o n between the angular momentum and s i n -
gle nucLGon stc^teK and to u cen t r i fuga l i n t e r a c t i o n which 
le«|ds to c ciiange of the shapfi of the nucleus during r o t a -
t ion and hence t o a change of the moment of infer t ia . 
*PLysics department, Govt. Col lege, Simla-1 
**physics Uepartuent , ft.;:.U., Al lgarh . 
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D 
'Xhft predic ted values of T of 2 s t a t e ar& c a l cu la t ed 
fro's Ui-i^i 2"^ Of*-) and 3(^i 2*^2*} trcasitions are aisd.-
lu;' except i n nuc le i t5*^Xe anU ITOnf. I'he enhanced value 
3f •tv'".;i'lo e : : t ract ing from h{£2i 2*** 2*) suggests t h a t t he 
t i i i . i s t t ions ure ns t 12 doiiincted but the i:l conipanent Is 
l . r i ' e r i:i tljem. Hie aiscrepancy in our cM-CuUition i s fou-
u d\»e ,t::j enpl.>j'ing i>F value of $ , vhlch probubly i s not 
r ' . r i ^o t ing on t rue ciixing r a t i o in respec t of i^OXe and 
l7C»..f n u c l e i . 
Table I : 3(i;2j 2 - 0 ) and. 3(1^2; 2 -* 2 ) are ca l cu -
lat=Jd and compared v i t h t h e i r |pespectivc 










3(i ;2 J 2"*" 
2 x p . 
0 . 0 0 1 5 ( 5 ) 
0 . 0 0 1 5 ( 5 ) 
0.0027(W) 
0 . 0 0 3 7 ( 5 ) 
0 . 0 0 5 0 ( 5 ) 
0 . 0 0 2 6 ( 2 ) 
0 . 0 0 5 8 ( 7 ) 
0 .0059 (23 ) 
- 0*) 
C a l . 








i i ( i 2 i 
i i^Xp. 
0 . 0 3 8 ( l V ) 
0 . 0 8 7 ( 5 ) 
0 . 1 6 6 ( 2 3 ) 
0 . 0 9 1 ( 1 5 ) 
0 . 0 0 5 5 
0 . 1 8 0 ( 5 0 ) 
0 . 0 7 8 ( 9 ) 
0.3>^8 
2*i* 2*) 
G a l . 
0 .0877 
0 . 1 1 6 
0 . 0 6 2 1 
0 . 0 8 8 
0 .0950 
0 . 1 9 9 
0 . 0 7 1 
. 0.11*0 
Table I I : Lis t -of predicted val-ats of B(t;2j 2 -* 0 ) 









2 1 . 5 
2 5 . 5 
2 2 . 5 
1^.7 















0 . 2 8 
0 . ^ 3 
0 , 5 ^ 
t(ps) 
0 . 6 2 8 5 
0 . 3 6 
1.7^2 
0 ,776 
5 . 5 
A / J . ;eyertervehn, irucL.I'hys. . ^ ^ , tl+l<1975) . 
/ 2 / L,. Barunger arid K. Kur^ e-r ::\:cl'7!'nys. A I I C , U'^ o^gaq l^\'\iS) 
/ 5 / ii..C. Jupta, S..;. wa^.rdv/aj and D.i>. uupta "iuovo.Clu, 
^OiS, 101, (19?,0). 
A / .:. Jc-.ks aoC' T. Taij-ura, PUys. u e c . C22, B.'<3(19SO) . 
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I l^Zj { ^' ^^- ^' ^^^- ^^- L^K? 
Probable values^ofmean lives of rotational levels and B(E2) 
values of gammattay cascades 
V P Var^hneyt. K K Gupta+. A K Chaubeyt and D K Gupta ^ 
+ Physics t>epartinent. S V College iApra UniversKy). Aiigiifli, liictia 
X Physics Department. Aligarh Mus.'im Universii.v. Atigsrii. India 
Received 29 June 1981. in final form 27 October !<>81 
AbMract. The systematic trend observed earlier between the ratio /•" ( = B'Y.l: 
/ + 2-»/)„p/S(E2:/ + 2-</)ih«„) and .the.^ioii-axial parameter ;• by Gupta ei o/may be of 
considerable interest-to experimenialisis. If one Itnows only }• and B (E2 :2^ -0 * ) of a 
deformed even nucleus, then using the sysiematics the absolute B(K2) values and piotmble 
mean lives of rotational levels can be predicted. Using Hie Davydov Rostovsky model the 
A" = 0* vibrational band-head energy (£o-)can also be calculated, with a coniroversial 
result. In the present paper the results of Gupta et at are modified by taking the a.symmelric 
roior-model-dcpendent intrinsic electric quadrupole moment (^o) instead of the •^8!uc 
determined experimentally for the sake of consistency. Proba'ole fi(E2) values of gamma-ray 
cascades, mean lives of rotational levels and E<f have been predicted. Some of our 
predictions with respect to £o*are found to be in excellent agreement with their respective 
suspected values given in Table of Isotopes. The predicted mean lives are compared with their 
respective experimental values, if known, and are found to lie in excellent agrccmem in 
almost all cases. 
i. Introduction 
The measurement of B{E1) values, mean lives and energies of excited states in nuclei is onr; 
of the most active areas of nuclear structure physics. During the last ten years it has been a 
major research point to devi.sc new experimental techniques which can provide data giving 
uni(|iie and vital information, thus playing a major role in our understanding of nudcar 
structure. A knowledge of approximate values of mean lives is of great importance to 
experimentalists in selecting and setting up apparatus. There has also been a revival of 
interest in the asymmetric-rotor model recently (Meycrter Vehn 1975. Meyer tor Vehn ei 
al 1974. Lee et al 1977. Pckcr and Hamilton 1979. Turner and Kishiitioto 1973. Bohr and 
Moticlson 197.'), Tanahe and Sugawara 1976, Yamamura d at 1978. Marshaick 1975. 
Gupta CI al 1980a. b). The reason for this increase in attention is partly the expectation 
that it may provide a reasonable phenomenological description of a nucleus in some 
domain of high angular momentum /• The .striking success of the empirical relation (Gupta 
ei al 1979. I98()a h) conip-ired with othi" cviMinp approaches in describing the BW.l) 
\aliics of ganuna ra\ cascades Iwis conir.idictcd the axial s\inmctry in the iiucltus at lo«cr 
spins ( lurncr and Kishimoio 1973). The as.sumption of a ligid iiiaMal shape v«iih fixed 
shape piiraincicrs fl and ; can be consuteied as an approximaiion tt> the aciiiat nuclear 
wavcliiiu lions, aiul this has been pio\cd to be \er\ useful and is v-,ell supported b\ ne« 
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